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Foreword 
 

The Thermo Fisher Scientific Electron Microscopy is stepping into a new, fascinating time, where multiple 

microscopes are connected to work together to deliver optimal results for our customers.  

It is a relatively new area for Thermo Fisher. We are exploring design and modelling methodologies that support 

efficient and high-quality software development for such systems. From the research point of view the 

investigation field is broad. The methodology that we envision as valuable for us should be: 

 easy to understand by different stakeholders, varying from business owners to the software developers 

 support fast delivery of the working and reliable software to be deployed at the customer premises 

 integrate well with the existing microscope systems 

 flexible for future extensions and modifications 

Beza took the challenge to find a solution that would fulfill all those requirements. To make her assignment 

realistic we selected actual problem from our domain as a use case. We have asked Beza to model the 

semiconductor sample flow from the very beginning (i.e. milling a tiny silicon piece of the semiconductor wafer) 

to the image acquisition of a semiconductor structure and obtain metrology data. The model was supposed to 

simulate the flow and to calculate the performance of the system.  We selected two key parameters to be 

optimized: throughput and total time required for the production of the metrology data. Beza created the model 

that was not only correct and realistic, but also enabled us to simulate the different system configurations. That 

allowed us to find the optimal system configuration maximizing the throughput and minimizing the time required 

for getting the customer data. 

Beza accomplished another important goal, namely proved usability of the model for rapid system prototyping. 

She integrated the model execution engine with the microscope software and proved its usability. The concept is 

very promising. As a matter of fact Thermo Fisher will apply the methodology realized by Beza for rapid 

functionality development for the upcoming project. 

 

Project mentor, 

M.Sc. Marcin Gramza 

October 2019 
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Preface 
 

This report represents a ten-month project entitled “Sample Flow Modeling for Rapid Performance Analysis” 

conducted at Thermo Fisher Scientific. This project is a part of the graduation criteria for a post masters 

Professional Doctorate in Engineering (PDEng) degree in Software Technology at Eindhoven technology 

University. 

This project took place in the Semiconductors group within the Material and Structural Analysis Division (MSD) 

of Thermo Fisher Scientific, under the supervision of Marcin Gramza (Software Architect). The goal of the 

project is to model the semiconductor sample preparation and analysis flow so that performance can be analyzed 

and predicted early in the process through modeling and simulation, which in turn aids in informed decision 

making. This project also explores the possibility of further extending the use of models in real-time through the 

use executable models.  

This report gives an overview of the project and the analysis, design and implementation approaches taken toward 

achieving the project goals in detail. The target audience for this report includes Engineers, System Designers, 

System Architects, Process Modelers/designers, as well as Product Managers. Readers interested in the overall 

context, results and recommendations can focus on chapters 1, 2, and 10, while those interested in the design and 

implementation details can focus on chapters 7-9. 

 

Beza Getachew Tassew 

October 2019 
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Executive Summary 

 

Thermofisher Scientific is a world renowned brand that provides a wide range of scientific instruments for various 

industries. The Materials and Structural Analysis Division (MSD) Group at Eindhoven produces High End 

Transmission Electron Microscopes for Life Sciences, Material Sciences and Semiconductor Industries. This 

project deals with modeling of the sample flow in the context of semiconductor manufacturing process analysis.  

In the analysis of semiconductors, two major processes are involved. The first one involves the preparation of thin 

samples (lamella) suitable for the desired analysis under a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). This 

process is mainly executed in Wafer Dual Beam (WDB) Microscopes. The second process is the actual analysis 

or measurement of these lamella in a specialized TEM for measurement (Metrology) and analysis. Since these 

two processes take place in different machines and (currently) in different locations, a third process, Sample 

Transport, is involved.  The three processes together make up the Sample Flow Process. 

The Goal of this project was to model the Sample Flow, i.e., Sample Preparation, Transport, and Analysis to 

enable performance analysis both in current systems as well as in future designs of hardware and software 

components. The main criteria to analyze are throughput (number of samples processed per second) and time-to-

data (time it takes from a wafer being submitted for analysis until analysis or metrology data is ready). To achieve 

this goal, the following approaches were followed: 

 Model the business processes and subprocesses using a language called Business Process Modeling Notation 

(BPMN). 

 Simulate selected use cases (scenarios) using a business process simulation language called BPSim to analyze 

the performance characteristics 

 Deploy a simple prototype process use case using Camunda Business Process Management Engine. 

Based on my observations throughout this project, I would recommend the use of process modelling both as a 

modelling and documentation tool. Proper modeling and analysis through simulation provides a quantifiable way 

of suggesting workflow improvements that help optimize the customer’s processes. Furthermore, by enabling the 

deployment of custom process models for different customers, Thermofisher Scientific can benefit from a better 

understanding of microscope usage in the real environment and accelerate innovation by using such insights as 

feedback in the design of new hardware and software products and features. In the long term, the large amount of 

data that can be gathered from these deployed processes can also be used as input for different data driven 

approaches for usage pattern recognition, decision making, machine learning and process automation. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Project context 

Thermo Fisher Scientific’s Semiconductor Group designs and manufactures transmission electron 

microscopes (TEM) used for Process Control, Quality Control, and Failure Analysis of the 

semiconductor manufacturing processes. Due to the demand for smaller and more powerful devices, 

Semiconductor manufacturers design chips with increasingly small components. These components 

include logic gates, memory gates, and other features that need to be analyzed at the nanometer 

scale.  

One of the ways manufacturers control the manufacturing process, as well as increase their yield is 

by using Metrology. Metrology refers to the measurement of various structural features and chemical 

composition of semiconductor wafers in the production process. For a Transmission Electron 

Microscope to work, electron beams must pass through the sample and be captured on a screen that 

is beneath it. This requires that samples be prepared as thin layers before they can be analyzed. 

Samples are milled out of a wafer by a dedicated device and examined in the microscope where the 

sample is parameterized, and its quality parameters are determined. Nowadays customers require 

maximizing of the microscope usage and minimizing the time spent from creating of the sample to 

creation of the user data. Moreover, there is increasing demand for full automation of the whole 

process, from sample milling (preparation) to sample analysis. 

The aim of this project is to create a software model of the sample flow that enables the analysis of 

the system performance and the identification of failure modes of the system. The performance 

analysis is mainly concerned with two key measures: time to data and throughput. 

1.2 Project Goals 

The goal of this project was to implement the software model of the sample production, transport 

and analysis such that: 

 the current sample flow is modeled 

 different flow variants can be modeled 

 performance in terms of time-to-data and throughput can be calculated 

 users can change flow parameters and analyze the effect 
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 failure modes of the system are identified and modeled 

 the developed model can be used for research and development of the workflow 

automations (proof of concept) 

This paper discusses the design process and implementation details of this project. Chapter 2 discusses 

the problem statement. Chapter 3 describes the stakeholders of the project and their concerns. Chapter 

4 talks about the requirements resulting from this stakeholder requirement. Chapter 5 deals with the 

semiconductor manufacturing process domain and the part Thermofisher Scientific’s different 

microscopes play. Chapter 6 discusses the different technology and/or approaches evaluated and the 

selection criteria for comparison. Chapter 7 deals with the modeling of processes and subprocesses 

within the sample flow. Chapter 8 discusses the simulation scenarios and obtained results. Chapter 9 

is about the deployment of process models for real time control and analysis. Chapter 10 concludes 

the report by summarizing the main points. Chapter 11 provides key recommendations based on 

observations throughout the project. It also contains some suggestions for possible future works. 

Chapter 12 discusses the project management approach and lessons learned through this project. 

Chapter 13 contains the author’s reflections on the project and lessons learned during the duration of 

this project. 
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2 Problem Statement 

2.1 Context 

The main challenges that Thermofisher Scientific and its customers face regarding the sample 

preparation and metrology workflow are: 

• long waiting time for analysis data (up to 24 hours) 

• inability to spot gaps in the system (where the bottlenecks are or what component is missing to 

bridge the performance gap) 

• disorganization of information about the various artifacts created and managed in the process 

• inability to predict performance gain of new technological advances 

In order to address these changes, a software model of the overall workflow was needed. Such a 

model should provide useful input by creating a common communication media to gather enough 

detail from the various stakeholders. It would enable decision makers to make design decisions based 

on a holistic view of the system in question. 
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3 Stakeholder Analysis 

This chapter discusses the different stakeholders of the project. The different parts of the model 

touch different subjects and departments within the organization, some of whom were not available 

onsite. Therefore, some of these were represented through representatives internally available, who 

know the concerns of these stakeholders well enough to provide valuable input to the stakeholder 

concern analysis. 

3.1 Internal and External Stakeholders 

Figure 1 lists the external stakeholders of the project. 

Figure 1. Internal and External Stakeholders 
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3.2 Stakeholder Concerns 

The different stakeholders of this project had different concerns which can also be shared in between. The 

subsystem designers’ and Senior architects’ concern is mainly in identifying performance constraints and 

enabling innovation by identifying bottlenecks and improvement opportunities.  

The senior management concerns were related to gaining competitive advantage in the market and 

meeting customer demands. The customers share the later concern in addition to an accurate 

representation of their workflow. Internal to the project, the project teams’ main concerns were related to 

the project success, both from the university’s and the company’s points of view. In addition, the product 

owner’s concern was mainly the introduction and integration of model-based approach to design efforts 

within the company. Figure 2 shows the main concerns associated with stakeholder groups and specific 

stakeholders. 

Figure 2. Stakeholder Concern Map 
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4 Requirements Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

The analysis of stakeholder concerns leads to the identification of the main requirements to be 

fulfilled by the project. Each requirement should address at least one of the stakeholders’ concerns. 

Therefore, a requirement traceability map was used to trace the listed requirements to the specific 

concerns. This traceability matrix was also used to identify requirement gaps, therefore aiding in 

deriving further requirements. Figure 3 shows the stakeholder concern-requirement traceability map. 

 

 

Figure 3. Requirement Traceability Diagram 
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The sample flow model has four main requirements which are further detailed into specific 

requirements. After being identified, these requirements were prioritized by the project supervisor 

based on the company goals and roadmaps. Table 1 lists the requirements and their priorities.  

Enabling performance analysis with regards to time-to-data and throughput were the main objectives 

of this project and therefore were given a high priority. In regard to modeling, while all the major 

processes needed to be modeled, the details of metrology and imaging were given a lower priority 

since, for the purpose of performance analysis at process level, each detailed task within the machine 

need not be explicitly modeled as long as it remains fairly constant, or the net effect on the higher 

level task is known already. Furthermore, putting every detail on the process model would overly 

complicate the model and makes it much less useful. 

Table 1 Modeling Requirements 

Main Requirement Child Requirement Priority 

REQ1-The software model of the 

sample production system should be 

modelled 

REQ1.1-Metrology data production should 

be modelled 

Medium 

REQ1.2-Sample Imaging should be 

modelled 

Low 

REQ1.3-Sample Preparation should be 

modelled 

Low 

REQ1.4-Sample Transport should be 

modelled 

High 

REQ1.5-The failure modes of the system 

should be modelled 

High 

REQ2- 

Software model shall be extensible 

REQ2.1-The model should be extendible by 

people without software background 

Medium 

REQ2.1-The model should be extendible 

with different failure modes 

Medium 
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REQ3-The model shall be 

configurable 

REQ3.1-The model shall be configurable 

with respect to different flow parameters 

High 

REQ3.2-The model shall be configurable 

with respect to different parameters of the 

building blocks 

Medium 

REQ4-The model shall enable 

performance analysis 

REQ4.1-The model shall enable the analysis 

on time-to-data 

High 

REQ4.2-The model shall enable the analysis 

on throughput(samples/sec) 

High 

 

4.2 Design Opportunities 

In this project there were certain design opportunities that were identified. These are mentioned below 

 Extensibility: The model created should be easily extendable in terms of additional workflows, 

resources and control conditions 

 Ease of Use: The model should be easy to use for designers and easily understandable by 

developers as well as mangers. This will determine how the model and related tools might be 

adopted by the team. 

 Reusability: The designed model should be composed of reusable components to avoid multiple 

modifications. This also requires abstraction of certain details at the proper level. 

 Configurability: The main aim of this project is to enable performance analysis for various setups 

of microscopes and workflows. This requires the ability to configure different properties and 

observe the change in performance.  
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Figure 6. Lamella 

 

5 Domain Analysis 

In this chapter, the domain of sample preparation and analysis in the semiconductor context is 

discussed. 

5.1 Introduction to the Sample Flow Process 

In order to manufacture high quality semiconductor chips, manufacturers use specialized 

microscopes to analyze their wafers so that they can monitor the manufacturing process and identify 

defects. This is done by analyzing the underlying features, such as memory and logic gates at the 

nanometer scale. To be analyzed under the Transmission Electron Microscopes, very thin samples of 

the semiconductor are needed. For this purpose, semiconductor samples are cut out of a wafer using 

special Electron Microscopes called Wafer Dual Beams. The thin samples of semiconductor are 

called Lamella (Figure 6). The thickness of the lamella is determined by the analysis type and can be 

as thin as 18 nm.  

Sample Preparation  

This refers to the part of the process where a customer identifies locations of interest on the wafer for 

analysis. They therefore provide a CAD file, image or PowerPoint document that specifies what they 

would like to analyze and which locations to take the sample from. This information is then fed to a 

dedicated sample preparation station which will produce several lamellas from the specific locations. 

This process happens at the sample preparation site that can be close to the manufacturing site (near-

line) or in the lab. After being created, these lamellas are then put on tiny structures called Grids for 

identification and transport. The grids can be of two types, the half-moon grid (Figure 5) and the 3 

Figure 5. Half Moon Grid Figure 4. 3 mm Grid 
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mm grid (Figure 4). There are two ways a sample can be created. In the first case, lamellas are 

created in a single machine (Helios Dual Beam, 

 

 

Figure 7), taken out of the wafer, and then mounted on a grid. In the second case, lamellas are 

created on the wafer in one machine (ExSolve, Figure 8) and then picked up (plucked) in another 

machine dedicated to this purpose (TEMLink, Figure 9). These processes are discussed in detail in 

later sections of this document. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Helios Nano Lab 1200AT TEM Prep Station 

 

 

Figure 8. Exsolve Dual Beam TEM Prep Station 
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Figure 9. TEMLink Sample Plucking Station 
 

 

Sample Transport  

Once lamellas are produced and put on a grid, they need to be put in containers for transport to the 

analysis lab (TEM station). This process is a manual phase where a human puts the grid containers in 

an enclosure and takes them to the TEM which can be in the fab, but also in the lab. 

Sample Analysis  

Once a sample arrives at a TEM location, it is loaded onto a sample holder (Figure 10) and then into 

a TEM (Metrios, Figure 11) for analysis. Here, measurements of the semiconductor features are 

made and saved for analysis. This process is executed using the Metrios TEM.  

 

Figure 10. TEM 

Sample Holder 

Figure 11. Metrios TEM 
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Figure 12. The Sample Flow Domain 

The domain model (Figure 12) shows the relationship between the various components of the 

Sample Flow process and summarizes the actions mentioned above. Here, it can be seen on most of 

the relations that, at a higher level, the entities are: the physical stations, the sample that travels 

through these different stations, and devices that are used to load, unload or transport the system. 
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6 Technology Evaluation 

6.1 Context 

After analyzing the requirements from stakeholders, technology solutions that support process 

modeling and model-based systems engineering approach were investigated. In this investigation, 

capability to be able to model performance and process flow were key filtering mechanisms used. 

After an investigation of the available methodologies and tools, the investigation was narrowed to 

three approaches. 

6.2 Approach1: Using Process Modelling approach (Enterprise Architect BPMN) 

Since the deliverables of this project were highly tied to pre-design analysis, as well as the 

realization that the nature of the domain and the domain entities are part of a continuous flow 

involving a sample moving in between multiple stationary or moving devices, the most obvious 

approach was to use process modeling techniques. One of the most widely used techniques for 

business process analysis is modeling using BPMN. 

6.2.1 BPMN 

BPMN is one of the standards specified by the Object Management Group (OMG) Consortium, an 

organization behind the open specification of computer industry standards like UML, SysML as well 

as architectural standards like Model Driven Architecture (MDA). 

“The primary goal of BPMN is to provide a notation that is readily understandable 

by all business users, from the business analysts that create the initial drafts of the 

processes, to the technical developers responsible for implementing the technology that 

will perform those processes, and finally, to the business people who will manage and 

monitor those processes.” (Object Management Group (OMG), 2011) 

BPMN offers notations for modeling process activities, activity sequences, events, triggers and other 

process relevant concepts.  (Object Management Group (OMG), 2011) explains the basic modeling 

elements of BPMN as specified by the Object Management Group. 

Table 2. BPMN Basic Elements (Object Management Group (OMG), 2011) 
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Element  Description Notation 

Event An Event is something that “happens” during the course of a 

Process. These Events affect the flow of the model and usually have 

a cause (trigger) or an impact (result). There are three types of 

Events, based on when they affect the flow: Start, Intermediate, and 

End. 

 

Activity An Activity is a generic term for work that company performs in a 

Process. An Activity can be atomic or non-atomic (compound). The 

types of Activities are: Sub-Process and Task. 

 

Gateway A Gateway is used to control the divergence and convergence of 

Sequence Flows in a Process. Internal markers will indicate the type 

of behavior control. 

 

Sequence 

Flow 

A Sequence Flow is used to show the order that Activities will be 

performed in a Process. 

 

Message 

Flow 

A Message Flow is used to show the flow of Messages between two 

Participants that are prepared to send and receive.  

 

Association An Association is used to link information and Artifacts with BPMN 

graphical elements. Text Annotations and other Artifacts can be 

Associated with the graphical elements. An arrowhead indicates a 

direction of flow (e.g., data), when appropriate. 

 

Pool A Pool is the graphical representation of a Participant in a 

Collaboration (sending of Messages between two BPMN Processes). 

A Pool MAY have internal details or it can be a "black box." 

 

N
am

e 

 

Lane A Lane is a sub-partition within a Process, sometimes within a Pool, 

and will extend the entire length of the Process, either vertically or 

horizontally. Lanes are used to organize and categorize Activities. 

 

N
am

e 

N
am

e 

 

N
am

e 

Data 

Object 

Data Objects provide information about what Activities require to be 

performed and/or what they produce. Data Objects can represent a 

singular object or a collection of objects. Data Input and Data Output 

provide the same information for Processes. 

 

Message A Message is used to depict the contents of a communication 

between two Participants  

 

 

Group A Group is a grouping of graphical elements that are within the same 

Category.  

 

Text 

Annotation 

Text Annotations are a mechanism for a modeler to 

provide additional text information for the reader of 

a BPMN Diagram. 

 

 Descriptive 

Text 
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6.2.2 Business Process Simulation (BPSim)  

BPSim is a standard developed by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) (WfMC, 2016) to 

enable the simulation of business process model. It also allows going through execution steps one by one 

and generating reports and graphs out of the simulation executions. Enterprise architect provides BPSim 

Engine that integrates with Enterprise Architect versions 12 (BPSim 1.x) and later (BPSim 2.x).  With the 

BPSim Engine, it is possible to create multiple flow configurations with different time, resource and cost 

values and run simulations. 

The BPSim standard is designed to support two process/workflow modeling languages, Business Process 

Modeling Notation (BPMN) and XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) to enable simulation of 

models described in those standards (Workflow Mangement Coalition, WfMC, 2016). Figure 13 explains 

the relationship between BPSim, BPMN and simulation scenarios. 

 

 

Figure 13. BPSim Conceptual Model (Workflow Mangement Coalition, WfMC, 2016) 

 

6.3 Approach2: MBSE approach with SysML (Enterprise Architect MBSE Workbench) 

6.3.1 SysML 

SysML is a general-purpose graphical modeling language for specifying, analyzing, designing, and 

verifying complex systems that may include hardware, software, information, personnel, procedures, and 
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facilities (Object Management Group (OMG), 2019). It is a subset of UML with extensions for systems 

modeling and is implemented as a UML 2 Profile (SysML.org, 2019). 

Figure 14 shows the diagram elements offered by SysML. 

 

Figure 14 SysML Diagram Elements (Object Management Group (OMG), 2019) 

 

SysML is widely applicable in industry and is a key tool for Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) 

efforts. SysML version 1.4.1 has also been recognized as an ISO standard and published as ISO/IEC 

19514:2017 (Object Management Group (OMG), 2019).  

For this project SysML was considered as a viable option since: 

 It is a well-known industry standard. 

 It has tool support from various vendors. 

 It helps to models structural as well as behavioral aspects of a system. 

 Its parametric diagram may capture constraints of the system. 

6.3.2 SysML Simulation in Enterprise Architect 

Enterprise Architect offers SysML simulation capabilities by integrating OpenModelica, a mathematical 

modeling language. This capability enables specifying parameters in terms of equations, which allows 

evaluation of design variants and complex system interactions early in the modeling process. 
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6.4 Approach3: MBSE with Domain Specific Tool (Capella MBSE Workbench) 

Another approach evaluated is a model-based system design using a domain specific tool for architecture 

called Capella, which is based on the eclipse Sirius workbench.  

6.4.1 Capella Workbench and The ARCADIA Method 

Capella workbench is an integrated MBSE tool that was developed by Thales following an architecture 

method known as ARChitecture Analysis Design Integrated Approach (ARCADIA). Capella MBSE 

follows a methodical approach of designing a system in different phases: from operational analysis to 

product structure. Figure 15 (Wikipedia, 2019) shows the different phases of ARCADIA method. It also 

offers different viewpoints for the various stakeholders of a system. 

 

Figure 15 ARCADIA Engineering Phases (Capella. Thales, 2019) 

Capella offers similar diagraming options as SysML but uses its own Domain Specific Language (DSL) 

that is based on Eclipse Meta-model Framework (EMF) and the Eclipse Sirius Workbench. 
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The ARCADIA method follows a guided, top-down approach to system design. In the operational 

analysis phase, the operational capabilities of the system are identified. This is a high-level description of 

what the users of the system want to accomplish. This is described in business/domain terms and not in 

terms of the system. 

In System Analysis phase, the question of what the system needs to do to accomplish to meet the user 

needs is answered. A functional chain is also created here that creates different paths in the system. In the 

logical Architecture phase, the main question to be addressed is how the system works to meet the set of 

System needs identified in the previous step. Here, the system is also broken down and organized into 

logical components. 

In the physical design phase, a physical functional breakdown is made, and physical components are 

designed with their interfaces. In addition to these, it is also possible to extend the tool by adding plugins 

for constraint checking for timing and price analysis. 

6.5 Approach4: Using Functional Mocking Units 

A functional mocking unit (FMU) is a modeling component that implements the Functional Mockup 

Interface(FMI) standard which was initially initiated by Daimler and further developed by the 

MODELISAR Consortium which is now taken over by the Modelica Association Project “FMI” 

(MODELISAR consortium, Modelica Association Project “FMI”, 2014). 

 The FMI standard is a tool independent standard that allows the exchange of dynamic models for Co-

Simulation. These components are defined in XML and C. Although this standard is known in the 

Automotive industry, it is still not widely used by the rest of the manufacturing industry. The FMI 

standard defines two parts: FMI for Model exchange and FMI for Co-Simulation (Blochwitz, et al., 

2012). The FMI for Model exchange describes the model behavior using different equations with time, 

state and step events while the FMI for Co-Simulation defines the data communication between two or 

more models. 

6.6 Technology Evaluation based on Customer Criteria 

Comparison of the above-mentioned technology options was made based on criteria specified by the 

product owner (Marcin Gramza) and the trainee (Beza G. Tassew).  
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6.6.1 Ability to model timing/performance 

This criterion is based on the requirement “REQ4: The Model shall enable performance analysis.” The 

two elements of performance, i.e., time-to-data and throughput, are of high interest to the client. Enabling 

analysis on throughput and time to data allows the client to identify performance bottlenecks and avoid 

innovation efforts that do not have much significance in the overall sample flow process. Therefore, the 

selection of technology or modeling tool heavily depended on this requirement.  

BPMN is specifically made for business level modelling of processes using easy to understand graphical 

symbols. Combining this with BPSim simulation support, that enables time, resource and cost analysis, 

makes the first approach a good choice. 

SysML is a generic system design tool that covers almost all aspects with different views (Structural and 

behavioral, including simulation). While SysML has different notations that allow modelling the 

components of the sample flow as well as activities and interactions between them, it lacks the dynamic 

capability of analyzing timing and throughput characteristics. It should be noted here that SysML offers 

parametric models which can enable analysis of performance requirements based on system variables as 

well as failure modelling. However, this requires a detailed design of the system and subsystem 

components and parameters, which was not the aim of this project. In addition, some of the components 

of the workflow to be simulated are in conception stage. Furthermore, the aim was to analyze the flow so 

that the company can analyze top down rather than bottom up from the solution. 

Although Capella is a good modelling environment that helps the designer in following the systems 

engineering approach in a guided design environment, it was not found to be suitable for timing and 

throughput analysis of the sample flow process. Performance modelling in Capella is offered through 

eclipse plugins. This offers constraint checking in models and dependency analysis in a static way. The 

option of evaluating different configurations and simulation is not yet supported optimally. 

Building simulation model components with interface specifications as Functional Modeling Units 

(FMU’s) so that they can interact in an FMU Simulation environment appeared to be a promising avenue. 

However, in practice, it was found to be very difficult. One problem was finding a tool that supports 

Functional Modeling Interface (FMI) modelling, export for inter-tool exchange, as well as simulation. In 

most cases the models are exported from other tools such as Matlab, Modelica, and others. Based on the 

time and resource scope of this project, a way of creating high level behavioral models for simulation was 

desired. 
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Two ways of achieving this were investigated. The first one was using the open source UML modelling 

environment called papyrus to model FMU’s using UML. This effort was not successful since model 

export is not supported anymore by papyrus. The other option was to take Simulink models of existing as 

well as future systems from the component teams and export these as FMU’s using MATLAB Simulink 

plugin. This was also unsuccessful since the components did not have Simulink models already available. 

6.6.2 Ability to model failure modes 

While BPMN is not the ideal candidate for all types of failure modeling, it supports analysis of the effect 

of failures on the overall flow i.e. by using process failures rather than design failures. These effects can 

also be seen in simulation once the effect of the failure and alternative process paths are identified. 

SysML, being a standard system modelling language offers a variety of diagrams to model both structural 

and behavioral characteristics of a system. Nevertheless, it would be difficult to model the dynamic 

characteristic of a system with regards to failures and their effect on performance. 

Capella does not support failure modeling out of the box but offers the capability of using a tool called 

Safety Architect on top of Capella models to conduct detailed failure analysis. This approach is not 

selected since detailed failure analysis such as FMEA is beyond the scope of the project. In theory, failure 

analysis with this approach should be possible although this was not investigated since this approach did 

not fulfil the main requirement as mentioned above. 

6.6.3 Visualization of the flow 

BPMN is designed for process modelling and, therefore, offers the best option to visualize the flow for all 

kinds of users and stakeholders. 

SysML Activity diagrams can be used to model workflows but have limited capabilities compared to 

BPMN. 

Capella offers the ability to model functional chains through the system that will later be implemented in 

subsystem components as features. Capella’s integrated approach allows delving deeper into functional 

chains to define subsystem functions and interfaces. 

FMU’s are not designed for process visualization but rather simulate component behavior, although 

different FMU’s can be simulated in a simulation environment to execute processes according to the 

defined behavior.  Whereas this project requires analysis on workflows involving devices as well as 

humans which happens on a higher level of abstraction than component interaction. 
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6.6.4 Time to workable model 

Easy notations of BPMN allow the modeler to design processes using a drag and drop interface. This 

allows easy prototyping of process models and early review by domain experts and stakeholders. The 

addition of BPSim Simulations makes testing different scenarios possible. 

Structural modelling of components and interfaces is relatively easier to develop in SysML. However, 

analysis via simulation using parametric models requires extensive analysis and a detailed design of the 

subsystem component behaviors using mathematical equations. 

In terms of system design, Capella’s Domain Specific Language (DSL) based guided design helps in 

speeding up the design process while minimizing the risk of overlooking key system requirements. 

The FMU approach can provide a fast mechanism for prototyping depending on the situation. If 

simulation models and CAD files from existing system designs exist, then it would provide a fast way to 

get to a workable solution. Otherwise it would require expertise from other disciplines (mechanical, 

electrical and possibly applied sciences) to make a meaningful model that simulates the real system.  

6.6.5 Interoperability with other tools 

BPMN is an open standard adopted by many tool vendors and, therefore, there is no significant problem 

in sharing models between systems. BPSim on the other hand, was found to be implemented by a 

company called LannerSim (Lanner Group, 2019) of Houston, Texas, which provides the execution 

engine for three vendors that currently use it: Enterprise Architect (Sparx Systems, 2019), Bizagi (Bizagi, 

2019), and ARIS (Software AG, 2019). Even though exporting XML with the configurations is possible 

in Enterprise Architect, it is unlikely that it will work as is after importing it. This was tested in Enterprise 

architect and the models were found to be intact while the simulations did not work as before. 

SysML models can be exported to any tool that supports the modeling language since it is an open 

standard. 

Capella offers modeling components that look like SysML, but these components are not the same as 

SysML. Therefore, the models are not exchangeable between tools. On the other hand, the models can be 

exported to EMF models which is an advantage in terms of extensibility. 

6.6.6 Availability of tool support 

BPMN and SysML are Open standards that are supported by multiple vendors which offer both 

community and commercial licenses. Capella (Polarsys, 2019) is supported by Thales and has an 
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ecosystem of software that integrate with it but it still single vendor support. Tool support around FMU’s 

is not widely available. Different such tools exist but are proprietary with some level of training required. 

Thus, it was considered not feasible to work with these tools in the time and resource scope of this 

project. 

6.6.7 Cost of tool 

As mentioned in the previous section, although all the standards are open, there can be licensing 

requirements on the specific tools used. For example, a commercial license required for Enterprise 

Architect to use the BPSim simulation Engine. Table 3 summarizes the findings from the comparison as 

follows. 

Table 3 Technology Comparison 

  BPMN 

Simulation 

(EA) 

MBSE with EA 

(SysML) 

Capella MBSE FMI Simulation 

tools 

Ability to model 

timing/performance  

Out of the 

box 

complex 

parametric 

models 

Timing – static 

No throughput 

Excellent 

Ability to model 

failure modes 

Process Level Design Level Added plugin Component level 

Visualization of the 

flow 

Out of the 

box 

Possible (Activity 

Diagram) 

Possible - 

Interms of 

functional chains 

Not designed for 

flow visualization 

Time to workable 

model 

Fast Reasonable Fast Fast (depending on 

available models to 

be exported from 

other model e.g. 

Simulink) 

Interoperability with 

other tools 

Import/export 

as xml 

Migration 

between tools – 

not fully  

supported 

Limited to 

Capella 

environment 

Import export using 

C code and XML 

Availability of tool 

support 

Open 

standard -  

widely 

adopted 

Open standard 

- widely 

adopted 

Limited to 

Capella 

environment 

mostly automotive 

domain, proprietary. 

E.g. Ansys, Dymola 

(Daimler), Siemens.) 

Cost of tool Commercial 

License 

 

Commercial 

License 

 

Free Free + Commercial 
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6.7 Decision Rationale 

After the technology analysis and early sample projects, it was decided to continue modelling with 

BPMN and BPSim. The main reasons for selecting this approach are: 

 BPMN is a visual modeling tool that allows modeling of process flows (REQ1). 

 BPMN is understandable by both technical as well as managerial stakeholders (REQ2.1). 

 BPMN is an open standard that can be used across multiple modeling tools. 

 BPMN allows an easy visualization of the Sample Flow (REQ2.1). 

 BPSim allows the analysis of performance bottlenecks as well as time and throughput analysis via 

simulation of multiple scenarios (REQ3, REQ4, High Priority). 

 BPMN models can be used as a basis for building an actual system using process management 

engines (which was demonstrated in the later phase of the project) 
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7 Modeling / Process Design 

7.1 Modeling Techniques 

 

BPMN Modelling of the Sample Flow model was accomplished using Enterprise Architect. Figure 16 

shows the layout of the model in the Project explorer. 

 

Figure 16. Project Folder Structure 

 Configurations contains the BPSim Simulation configuration files. 

 Events contains the different kinds of event definitions used in the model (Error, Signal, 

Escalation...) 

 Images contains images used in the models and documentations 

 Resources contains the definitions of Resource elements 

 Simulation Result Graphs contains the graphs made from simulation results 

 Metrology Subprocesses contains the detailed subprocesses of the metrology use cases 

 Sample Flow Collaboration Model contains the main process model 

 Certain conventions were used in the modeling process which are listed below. 

7.2 Modeling Conventions used in this project 

 Sample Preparation, Sample Transport and Sample Analysis units were modeled as Pools. This is 

so that the sample preparation units could be separately designed and are not directly controlled 

under the same process. One might choose, as well, to combine them into one continuous process 
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and categorize them with lanes. In this case, sequence flows must be used instead of Message 

flows. 

 All sub processes inside a single machine were modeled as a task. If subtasks need to be defined 

under such a task, this can be changed by opening the properties dialog and selecting Type as 

subprocess. 

 Transfers between Sample Preparation, Sample Transport, and Sample Analysis were modelled 

as Message flows 

 Looping behaviors were represented with gateways and sequence flows. Although BPMN 

provides notations for looping events, they are not used in this project. This was to enable 

property tracking during simulation. The default looping symbols from BPMN are ignored during 

simulation by the simulation execution engine. 

 The following sections present the Sample Flow Process and subprocess details. 

 

7.3 Sample Preparation Workflow 

The sample preparation step refers to the step of the process starting from when a wafer with an 

associated preparation job request is submitted to the prep site, until a thin lamella is prepared and ready 

for analysis. 

The job requests for this step can be submitted in form of PDF files, PowerPoint, or a file with 

coordinates. The job request can contain information such as which area to analyze and what kind of 

analysis is required. Depending on the customer requirements, the thickness of the lamella to be prepared, 

the machine to use, or the kind of process to use can be different from job to job. Figure 17 shows the 

Sample Preparation Process Diagram. 
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Figure 17. The Sample Preparation Process 

There are two main kinds of processes considered for this project scope, as there are many different 

workflows as per different customer needs. These are the Top Down and the Inverted Processes. The 

selection of top down process and inverted processes is driven by lamella thickness requirements. 

7.3.1 Top Down process (ExSolve) 

This process involves the ExSolve Dual Beam and the TEMLink machines (Figure 18). For this process, 

Lamella chunks are created in the Dual beam machine and transported on the wafer itself to be plucked in 

the plucking station (TEMLink). 

 

Figure 18. The Top down Sample Preparation Process 
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Prepare Final Lamella (ExSolve)  

Preparing a lamella starts with loading the wafer in the Sample Preparation Station i.e Exsolve. The 

ExSolve is used in processes with a lamella thickness down to 25 nano meters. After loading the wafer, a 

Job is created based on the workflow requirements. The initial job (recipe) creation can take days or 

months depending on whether the wafer is a new type or not. For the sake of this project, the process here 

has been simplified to “Load Prep Job” task. This is taking the assumption that a recipe file has been 

created beforehand and this is loaded in the machine. During simulation, the timing used for this task 

might be configured to simulate the total tool time needed including the time to create a recipe or only the 

time needed to associate a preexisting recipe to the current job.  

 

Figure 19. Prepare Final Lamella Process 

 

After creating/ loading a recipe, the next step in this process is to create a number of thin lamellas 

according to the job specification. This process takes about 43 minutes per lamella. At the end of this 

process, the thin lamellas remain attached to the wafer. Once completed, the wafer will be unloaded and 

taken to a plucking station to pluck the samples. 
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Pluck Sample (TEMLink)  

The “Pluck Sample” subprocess describes the process of picking (plucking) up the thin lamellas from the 

wafer and placing them onto the 3mm grids. Once this is completed, the wafer and the grids with prepared 

sample are unloaded from the machine respectively. The timings of these activities are displayed in the 

Text Annotation blocks in the diagram above (Figure 20).  

 

 

Figure 20. Pluck Sample Process  

 

7.3.2 Inverted process (Helios) 

This process involves the Helios NanoLab A1200 AT, which can create ultra-thin lamella down to 10 nm 

thickness. In this preparation process, a separate machine for plucking samples is not needed since all the 

steps are completed in the Helios itself. The process of sample preparation inside the Helios (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21. The Inverted Sample Preparation Process 

The completion of either the top down or the inverted process ends the sample preparation process for a 

single job. 

7.4 Sample Transport Process 

Sample transport process depicts the transport of samples from a sample preparation station to a Sample 

Analysis lab.  These two stations can also be in the same room. It was chosen to separate this from both 

the sample preparation and the sample analysis process for two reasons: 

1. There are planned automations that may handle the transport task (the lower path in the 

process diagram, Figure 22) 

2. The sample preparation and analysis stations can also be in separate locations (Preparation in 

the fab and analysis in the lab) 

 

Figure 22. The Sample Transport Process 
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7.5 Sample Analysis Process 

The sample analysis process includes the steps starting from placing the holder carrying the sample, into 

the TEM for analysis, until the end of analysis whereby the grids are unloaded from TEM holder into a 

storage container. 

Figure 23. The Sample Analysis Process 

In this process model (Figure 23), the automatic grid handling is included as an alternative to the current 

manual process. The automatic grid handling is depicted as a subprocess based on Nestor Rodriguez’s 

report for the design of the auto Grid Handler (Rodriguez, 2017). The purpose here is to show modeling 

of errors/failure modes in subprocesses and analyze the effect during model simulation. The errors 

modeled here are retrieved from Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) document prepared by the Grid 

Handler team. 

It is visible from this model that the processes from sample analysis are of a more detailed nature that the 

sample preparation models. This is because the project took place inside the Metrios team where more 

detailed information was readily available. 
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7.5.1 Online Sample Analysis Process 

The Online sample analysis includes all the steps that are executed inside the Metrios TEM station.  

 

Figure 24. Online Sample Analysis 

 

Although the main desired outcome of this process is the metrology data, it was seen from discussion 

with domain experts in the team as well as field service engineers that tool time in Metrios is mainly used 

for TEM/STEM/EDS image acquisitions, while the measurement/ metrology mostly takes place offline 

(outside Metrios), using a less expensive tool or the offline PC provided from Thermofisher Scientific for 

this specific purpose. The offline metrology is therefore modeled separately in the main sample analysis 

process (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25. Metrology Use cases Subprocess 

 

It was of interest to the Metrios team to model and analyze the metrology process in more detail to see the 

effects of different metrology workflows on the overall performance. Therefore a few use cases were 
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suggested for modeling in this project. Table 4 summarizes the five scenarios of metrology that were 

identified with the stakeholders (Martin Verheijen and Koos den Hollander). Out of the five, two were 

selected for modeling and simulation in this project, since these were the most common ones. 

7.5.2 Acquisition and Metrology Use cases 

Table 4 discusses the metrology use cases supplied by the domain experts and were used as a starting step 

for modeling. 

Table 4. Metrology Use cases detail 

Case 1: 

1. Switch to TEM Mode 

2. Navigate to lamella  

3. Align zone axis 

4. Center on first feature 

5. Optimize TEM beam 

6. Do TEM Metrology for all features 

6.1. Re-center on feature 

6.2. Acquire TEM 

6.3. TEM Metrology 

6.4. Repeat 6.1 – 6.3 for all features 

7. Switch to STEM Mode 

8. Optimize STEM Beam 

9. Do STEM Metrology for all features 

9.1. Re-center on feature 

9.2. Acquire STEM 

9.3. STEM Metrology 

9.4. Repeat 9.1 – 9.3 for all features 

10. Switch to EDS Mode 

11. Optimize Beam 

12. Do EDS Metrology for all features 

12.1. Re-center on feature 

12.2. Acquire EDS 

12.3. EDS Metrology 

12.4. Repeat 12.1 – 12.3 for all features 

13. Repeat 2-12 for all lamella 

Case 2: 

1. Switch to TEM Mode 

2. Navigate to lamella  

3. Align zone axis 

4. Center on first feature 

5. Optimize TEM Beam 

6. Do TEM Metrology for all features 

6.1. Re-center on feature 

6.2. Acquire TEM 

6.3. TEM Metrology 

6.4. Repeat 6.1 – 6.3 for all features 

7. Repeat 2-6 for all Lamella 

8. Switch to STEM Mode 

9. Navigate to lamella  

10. Reuse zone axis TEM 

11. Optimize STEM beam 

12. Do STEM Metrology for all features 

12.1. Re-center on feature 

12.2. Acquire STEM 

12.3. STEM Metrology 

12.4. Repeat 12.1 – 12.3 for all features 

13. Repeat 9-12 for all lamella 

14. Switch to EDS Mode 

15. Navigate to lamella 

16. Reuse Zone axis 

17. Optimize EDS Beam 

18. Do EDS Metrology for all features 

18.1. Re-center on feature 

18.2. Acquire EDS 

18.3. EDS Metrology 

18.4. Repeat 18.1 – 18.3 for all features 

19. Repeat 15-18 for all lamella 
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Case 3:  

 

1. Switch to TEM Mode 

2. Navigate to lamella  

3. Do TEM Metrology for a single feature 

3.1. Center on Feature 

3.2. Acquire TEM 

3.3. TEM Metrology 

4. Switch to STEM Mode 

5. Do STEM Metrology for a single feature 

5.1. Center on feature 

5.2. Acquire STEM 

5.3. STEM Metrology 

6. Switch to EDS Mode 

7. Do EDS Metrology for a single feature 

7.1. Center on feature 

7.2. Acquire EDS 

7.3. EDS Metrology 

8. Repeat 3-7 for all features 

9. Repeat 2-8 for all lamella 

 

Case 4:  

 

1. Switch to TEM Mode 

2. Navigate to lamella  

3. Do TEM Metrology for a single feature 

3.1. Center on Feature 

3.2. Acquire TEM 

3.3. TEM Metrology 

4. Repeat 3 for all features 

5. Repeat 2 and 4 for all lamella 

6. Switch to STEM Mode 

7. Navigate to lamella 

8. Do STEM Metrology for a single feature 

8.1. Center on feature 

8.2. Acquire STEM 

8.3. STEM Metrology 

9. Switch to EDS Mode 

10. Do EDS Metrology for a single feature 

10.1. Center on feature 

10.2. Acquire EDS 

10.3. EDS Metrology 

11. Repeat 8-10 for all features 

12. Repeat 7-11 for all lamella 

Case 5:  

 

1. Switch to TEM Mode 

2. Navigate to lamella  

3. Do TEM Metrology for a single feature 

3.1. Center on Feature 

3.2. Acquire TEM 

3.3. TEM Metrology 

4. Repeat 3 for all features 

5. Switch to STEM Mode 

6. Re/ Center on feature 

7. Do STEM Metrology for a single feature 

7.1. Center on feature???? 

7.2. Acquire STEM 

7.3. STEM Metrology 

8. Switch to EDS Mode 

9. Do EDS Metrology for a single feature 

9.1. Center on feature 

9.2. Acquire EDS 

9.3. EDS Metrology 

10. Repeat 7-9 for all features 

11. Repeat 2-10 for all lamella 
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From the above table, only case 1 and Case 2 were modelled as UC1 and UC2 respectively. These use 

cases were the most common ones that were in use by customers as mentioned by the domain experts as 

well as field service specialists. The detailed process model for the use cases are explained below. 

7.5.2.1 Use case 1 – All analysis (TEM-STEM-EDS) Per Lamella 

In this use case, navigation to a lamella is done once per lamella, where all acquisition (and metrology) is 

completed for that specific lamella. This aims to reduce the number of stage moves and therefore save 

time spent on navigation and centering of first feature. Figure 26 shows the process model for this use 

case. 

 

Figure 26. Use case 1: All analysis per Lamella 

 

7.5.2.2 Use case 2 – TEM all Lamella – STEM all Lamella – EDS all Lamella 

In this use case, the microscope stays in one mode until all features in all the lamellas are processed. 

Specifically, this means executing all TEM acquisition (and metrology) for all lamella, switching mode 

and performing all steps in STEM mode, and finally, switching mode and performing all steps in EDS 

Mode.      
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Figure 27. Use case 2 All Analysis on One Lamella 
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7.5.3 Common Building Blocks in Metrology Subprocesses 

In both the use cases, there are common elements to the process that can be reused for the current as well 

as future extensions of use cases. These are modelled as subprocesses and referenced by callSubprocess 

tasks whenever needed. These are represented in the above diagrams as bold bordered boxes. Notice here 

that all the tasks inside the subtask boundary for both use cases are callSubprocess tasks. The main 

difference is in the order of execution and looping behaviors. This approach is similar to the reusability 

principles of software design where we define functions once and reuse them as needed. This allows us to 

add more use cases later by simply using callSubprocess Tasks and organizing them in the desired way 

using loops, sequence flows, and gateways. 

The building blocks of this process are show in detail below 

 Navigate and Center TEM/STEM/EDS 

This subprocess refers to the step where an operator navigates to a given lamella on a grid and 

centers on the first feature. This step also includes zooming to that feature and aligning the zone 

axis. Once the zone axis is aligned examining the contiguous features only requires small shifts 

and takes much less time. This process can be done in TEM, STEM, or EDS Mode. Since 

optimizing the beam takes different amounts of time for the different modes, it was chosen to 

model it outside this subprocess and reuse the Navigate and Center subprocess model for all the 

three modes, which are the same in principle. 

 

 

            Figure 28. Navigate and Center TEM Subprocess Metrology on Feature 
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This subprocess refers to the process of acquiring an image (TEM/STEM/EDS) modes and 

performing metrology tasks. It is common in this subprocess for customers to only acquire the 

image and perform metrology offline on a dedicated machine (called Microscope PC). While 

Acquiring in TEM takes the least amount of time (around six seconds), acquiring in EDS mode 

takes a significantly longer time (about four minutes). Figure 29 shows this subprocess with the 

timings for the individual tasks involved. 

 

Figure 29. Metrology on Feature Subprocess 

 

7.5.4 Design Rationales Behind Approach 

It can be seen from the metrology use case models that additional usecases / workflow variants can be 

added by adding more use cases to the metrology subprocess (Figure 25). This allows the reuse of the 

subprocesses and global tasks that were already defined for the other usecases. In such a case all tasks of a 

new subprocess will be modeled as callGlobalTaskActivity or callSubprocessActivity that refer to an 

already existing task or subprocess respectively. The main rationale was based on two factors: 

 Extensibility of the Model 
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The initial approach was to model a single generic process with all possible paths (use case 

options) modelled using gateway decisions and sequence flows. This will result in a 

complicated process diagram with lots of connections which would be difficult to understand 

and extend. By factoring out the common processes and reusing them, it is possible to keep use 

cases separate and avoid cascading changes. 

 Limitations with regards to Simulation  

 

The BPSim language specification defines rules for allowed time and control parameters for the 

different elements of a BPMN. Interms of time parameters, these are supported only for tasks that 

do not contain a sub processes (Workflow Mangement Coalition, WfMC, 2016), in which case, 

the timing on the subprocess tasks will be aggregated to the parent task. Figure 30 explains this in 

detail. 

 

Figure 30. Applicability of BPSim Time Parameters to BPMN Elements (Workflow Mangement Coalition, 

WfMC, 2016) 
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In terms of control parameters, there are also elements where the control parameters are not applicable. 

Figure 31 explains this in detail.

 

Figure 31. Applicability of BPSim Control Parameters to BPMN Elements (Workflow Mangement 

Coalition, WfMC, 2016) 

One additional limitation was that in addition to these parameters, looping behaviors modeled in BPMN 

were not taken into account by BPSim. This led to the modelling of loops with gateways and sequence 

flows instead of a more concise representation of looping tasks. Figure 32 demonstrates this concept. 

 

 

Figure 32. Looping task representations 
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7.6 Evaluation of the Process Model 

The resulting model was evaluated by domain experts, both from the preparation and analysis side. These 

experts had been involved from the requirement gathering phase up to modeling and simulation. Both 

parties have concluded that that the process models reflect the real workflow variants selected for 

modeling. This was further clarified by customer site service agents for the metrology usecases. 
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8 Model Simulation 

Model Simulation allows the evaluation of different flow variants and resource usage scenarios in order to 

be able to analyze the effect on performance. 

The BPSim language allows the simulation of BPMN models from time, resource, and control 

perspectives. In addition to these perspectives, it is also possible to add cost parameters in the simulation. 

For this project, cost analysis was out of scope and therefore, not implemented.  

A BPSim configuration can be created in Enterprise Architect by dragging and dropping a Business 

process Simulation Artefact from the Business Modeling Toolbox or through the Project Browser by 

using the “add element” feature in a specific package.  

8.1 Creating a Simulation Configuration 

The BPSim artefacts can be created in three ways: 

 Create a new BPSim Configuration from scratch 

 Copy an existing configuration and modify it 

o Copy a selected configuration and paste as new element. This helps to test different 

scenarios where most of the base configurations are the same. 

 Use Configuration inheritance 

o In cases where only a few parameters need to be changed from a base configuration to do 

what-if analysis. 

 

Figure 33. Enterprise Architect BPSim Configuration Window 
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The configuration window for BPSim (Figure 33) contains some default parameters for overall scenario 

parameters which can be updated as desired. The configuration options used in this project are explained 

below. 

Global Scenario Parameters 

 Start time:  Configures the start time for the simulation 

 Duration: The duration of time to simulate 

 Time Unit: The time unit to be used throughout the simulation 

 Expression language: The language to use for expressions. This Can be Java or XPath1.0. For 

this project, XPath 1.0(default) was used. 

 Seed:  A value to set to have multiple runs generate repeatable results 

 

8.1.1 Defining properties 

To add flexibility to the simulations, properties are used extensively in simulation configurations instead 

of constant values. Enterprise Architect BPSim allows the configuration of parameters as properties and 

using these properties in evaluation expressions (XPath 1.0 or Java). All timing properties used in the 

simulations as well as conditional properties for gateways are configured as property parameters.  

The process of defining properties is analogous to declaring variables in class definitions and later 

initializing them in a calling program, in languages like Java (which is the underlying implementation in 

the simulation engine).  
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Figure 34. Declaring Properties in Simulation Configuration 

The properties defined are visible throughout the simulation, i.e., they are Global variables. The analogy 

to initializing variables in the main method of a Java class is initializing these variables in the first start 

event of the Sample Flow process (Start Sample preparation Event). 

 

Figure 35. Configured Properties View 
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For this project, two levels of simulations are configured: 

 Timing simulations for two different metrology use cases and 

 Overall simulations for the Sample Flow Process 

The main reason for this hierarchy is reducing complexity of the overall Sample Flow Model. The 

Metrology use cases are very detailed subprocesses that are executed within the Metrios (manually or 

using recipes) and the effect of selecting a specific use case can be represented by simply updating the 

time for Metrology subprocess in the overall workflow.  

The other reason is that, due to the applicability rules of BPSim timing properties to subprocesses (as 

mentioned in section 7.5.4) , when assigning resources to a decomposable task, the aggregated time is not 

reflected in the resource usage time. 

One might ask here, why not configure the resource on the subtasks? While this is possible, it also means 

that the simulation will try to parallelize the resource usage of sequential tasks that should be part of the 

same subprocess inside the same machine, i.e., it assigns resources to them from the resource pool at the 

same time, which violates the actual scenario.   

Therefore, as a solution, a decision was made to use non decomposable tasks (Activity) to represent 

processes that take place in the same machine for the simulation. The subprocess that such a task 

represents was still modelled in the BPMN model and linked as a child diagram element. On the other 

hand, the timings of each of these subtasks will be configured as property parameters in the default 

simulation. This approach was used to configure timings for Prepare Final Lamella and Pluck Sample 

subprocesses in Sample Preparation process. 

8.2 Usecases Selected for Modeling 

8.2.1 Metrology Use cases Selected for Simulation 

The Metrology Process can have numerous scenarios based on the type of analysis required (TEM, 

STEM, EDS), the number of features to be analyzed, the number of lamellae on the grid and so on. The 

timings for tasks are gathered from System Acceptance Tests and can be reconfigures as is necessary. To 

run either one of the use cases only setting the value of “metrology_usecase” property to either usecase 1 

and usecase 2 property values is needed. The resulting runtimes of the metrology use cases were defined 
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as properties inside the full process flow simulation. In this simulation, only timing characteristics were 

considered since it is a subprocess of one resource (in this case Metrios.)  

8.2.2 Results of the metrology Simulation 

The results of the simulation for the metrology tasks is represented by Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36. Metrology Usecases Simulation Result 

It could be noted here that, while most of the tasks take the same amount of time, the main difference 

comes from the fact that in Usecase2 , there is an additional overhead of navigating to a lamella and 

centering the first feature for each mode(TEM/STEM/EDS) while this is done once per lamella in TEM 

mode in the case of Usecase1.  
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Figure 37. Run Metrology Total Times (UC1 & UC2) 

The time difference caused by the overhead of repeated navigation to lamella is reflected in the total time 

for the Run Metrology task which is shown in Figure 37. Since Usecase2 takes longer time than 

Usecase1, Usecase2 runtime was used for metrology processing time configuration to evaluate the worst-

case scenario. 

8.3 Example Configurations and Scenarios 

Different scenarios were configured and simulated for performance and failure analysis. Simulation 

configurations with similar settings but slight variations are grouped together. The first Configuration 

made was for a single run test. That is, the simulation was run for a single job (Trigger count=1). This 

was to allow the testing of timing properties and reviewing conditional routing of tokens.  

Figure 38. Simulation Configurations Grouped 
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The second group of simulations was based on a scenario that was inspired by a customer setup. A real 

customer scenario was difficult to obtain since this project was not executed in customer premises and 

this information is confidential in some cases. A Sample setup from a company visit to one of the 

customers was used as a base for machine ratios (prep-TEM) and employee schedules. The base scenario 

(ETM_311_301_shiftbreaks_prep_baseline) for this group is as follows: 

• Starting Conditions 

• 3 Exsolve Dual Beams – 3 Operators (1 per machine) 

• 1 TEMLink Plucking Station 

• 1 Metrios – 1 TEM Operator 

• Assumptions 

 One job = 1 wafer  

 Each job consists of 5 lamellae with 3 features to analyze per lamella 

 Jobs (wafers to analyze) come every hour (1Job/hour) 

 Working hours are 24 hours 

 Employees work in 10-hour shifts with 2 shifts per day 

 TEM preparation takes place every day for 30 minutes  

 Only a single machine runs TEM Prep at a given time 

 All jobs include TEM, STEM and EDS analysis (taking worst case scenario) 

 Metrology is done offline. 

The third group of simulations was made for purpose of failure analysis.  

8.4 Simulation Results 

Two main kinds of Simulations were carried out in this project.  

 Simulation set 1: Performance (time, throughput, and resource) analysis assuming no error 

conditions 

 Simulation set 2: Performance (time and throughput) analysis with error conditions 

8.4.1 Simulation Set 1 Scenarios 

Performance (time, throughput, and resource) analysis assuming no error conditions  

For this set of simulations, the base case scenario in section 8.3 was used as baseline and 4 other scenarios 

were built on top of it with a slight change of parameters to see the effect of varying resources. These 
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were built incrementally looking at the results of each simulation and taking possible measures to 

improve performance. 

Scenario 2 is built by introducing the daily APM schedule to the base scenario. Scenario 3 adds one more 

Exsolve with a technician. Scenario 4 introduces one extra technician on the sample preparation side. 

Scenario 5 adds one more TEM operator.  

Table 5. Scenario Configurations 1 

Scenario Configuration #ExSolve #TEML

ink 

#Metrios #Prep 

Technician

s 

#TEM 

Operator

s 

Metrolo

gy Use 

case 

Changes 

Made 

Scenario 1 311_301_shift_bre

aks 

3 1 1 3 1 UC2  

Scenario 2 311_301_ 

shift_breaks_prep 

3 1 1 3 1 UC2 Daily APM 

Scenario 3 411_401_shift_bre

aks_prep 

4 1 1 4 1 UC2 1 more 

Exsolve 

with 

operator 

Scenario 4 411_501_ 

shift_breaks_prep 

4 1 1 5 1 UC2 1 more 

Prep 

Technician 

Scenario 5 411_502_ 

shift_breaks_prep 

4 1 1 5 2 UC2 1 more 

TEM 

Operator 

 

8.4.2 Remarks on the Simulation Results 

The simulation results above can be interpreted as follows: 

Scenario 1: This was the base case scenario. The simulation base case was initially selected to be one 

without an employee break and TEM preparation schedules taken into account. However, the base case 

should try to simulate the existing scenario as much as possible. Figure 39 shows the BPSim calendar 

configuration window that enables this configuration. 
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Using these calendars, different values can be set for the same property at different times. In this case, the 

‘quantity’ property of the resource Prep Technician was configured to be 3 during normal hours and 0 

during shift breaks. Likewise, the ‘quantity’ property of the resource TEM Operator was configured to be 

one during normal hours and 0 during shift breaks. 

 

Figure 39. Calendar Configuration for Employee Shift Breaks 

This meant that although the working hours can be 24 hrs. per day, employees take intermediate breaks, 

which should be considered. In this scenario, it can be seen that we can complete two jobs (10 lamellas) 

out of the 24 that were started (Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40. Scenario 1 Throughput 

Looking at the time aspect, more than 1200 minutes were spent waiting for a resource (a total of about 20 

hrs.).  
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Figure 41. Scenario 1 waiting times 

These waiting times eventually had an effect on the time to data which could be seen from the average 

time it took to complete the three major processes, Sample Preparation, Sample Analysis, and Sample 

Transport as shown in Figure 42. Summing up these times, with the configurations of scenario 1 it took 

1396 minutes (about 23 hrs.) 

 

Figure 42. Scenario 1 Time to Data 

The other interesting fact was that, while most of the resources had small utilization rates (Utilization = 

Total time busy / Total time available), the Exsolves and the Prep technicians have a much higher 

utilization (Figure 43). This indicated that a bottleneck was created by having fewer Exsolves and prep 

technicians than needed. This was further evident in the high average waiting times of activities that 

involve both resources. 

 

Figure 43. Scenario 1 Resource Utilization 
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Scenario 2: Scenario 2 was an effort to analyze the effect of daily TEM preparation schedules (APM). 

For APM processing time of 30 minutes/day/machine, there was no change in performance that was 

observed as compared to only employee shift break schedules. This is mainly because there is a big delay 

in sample preparation, which means more idle time for the Metrios waiting for jobs. In such a situation, a 

30-minute preparation time was much less significant. 

Scenario 3: In this scenario, the aim was to solve the bottleneck problem in the sample preparation part 

of the process by adding one more Exsolve with a prep technician. 

   

 

Figure 44. Scenario 3 Throughput 

This showed a throughput increase of 2 jobs (20 lamellae, i.e., twice as much) as shown in Figure 44. The 

waiting times were also reduced by half (646.25 minutes ≈ 11 hrs.) and more distributed across different 

activities than before (Figure 45). However, it could still be noticed that there was a much higher 

utilization rate for the prep technicians (Figure 46). This was also because a dedicated TEMLink operator 

have not been assigned, which made the prep technicians very occupied. 

 

Figure 45. Scenario 3 Waiting Times 
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Figure 46. Scenario 3 Resource Utilization 

Scenario 4: In this scenario, one more prep technician was added to relieve the bottleneck that was 

observed in the previous case. Here, a rise in throughput was seen by two jobs/day (six jobs in total, 30 

lamella).  

In this scenario, it is also important to notice that, while it was possible to perform offline metrology for 6 

job requests(wafers), this number reduced to three when looking at ‘End Online Analysis’. This seemed 

counter intuitive but could be explained by looking at the ‘End Online Analysis’ event, which comes after 

‘Unload TEM Holder’ and ‘Load Grid in Storage’ tasks.  In addition, the same TEM Operator was 

configured to be in charge of the Unloading and Storage tasks in addition to sample loading and 

acquisition. This meant that while some grids are still in the process of being loaded into storage 

containers, the data from these grids could be already processed on the Offline PC. Of course, here it 

should be assumed that there was no constraint on the number of TEM Holders i.e while we are in the 

process of removing sample from a loaded TEM holder, another can be used to load samples into the 

microscope. 

 

 

Figure 47. Scenario 4 Throughput 

The total average waiting time had also decreased by about two hours (around 140 min). It is also 

interesting to notice that in this case, the waiting times shifted to the Metrios side. 
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Figure 48. Scenario 4 waiting times 

Figure 49 shows that this configuration also improved the utilization of Metrios significantly (from 49% 

to 63%).  

 

Figure 49. Scenario 4 Resource Utilization 

Scenario 5: In this last scenario, one more extra TEM operator was added based on the observation of 

larger waiting times at the sample analysis activities. This would simulate the situation that one TEM 

operator would only be dedicated to the process flow from loading TEM holder to analyzing and 

unloading TEM holder, while the other could be dedicated to loading grids into storage containers. 

The impact here was quite significant. The total average waiting time also decreased by about two hours 

(130 mins) (Figure 50). It was also possible to finish the loading of 3 grids in the storage container 

(Figure 51). 

 

Figure 50. Scenario 5 Waiting Times 
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Figure 51. Scenario 5 Throughput 

The results of the successive simulations can be summarized in the three graphs below: Sample Flow 

Throughput ( 

Figure 52), Sample Flow Timing (Figure 53), and Sample Flow Resource Utilization (Figure 54). 

 

 

Figure 52. Simulation Result 1- throughput graph 
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Figure 53.Simulation Result 1- Average processing time graph 

 

Figure 54. Simulation Result 1- Resource utilization graph 

 

Throughout the incremental analysis, it could be seen that the throughput could be increased up to five 

times. More than ten hours of total waiting time had also been reduced. This analysis may also continue 

further to optimize the process by looking more deeply at the different constraints.  
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8.4.3 Evaluation of the Simulation Result 

Based on the limited customer data available, it was attempted to compare the results of these simulation 

outputs with a real customer usecase. This usecase refers to the configuration we used as a base case 

scenario for the simulations.  It was observed from a visit by a systems integration specialist (Sylvia 

Aerts, Thermo Fisher) that 20 lamellas per shift (12 hrs.)  are processed. Unfortunately, the data from 

customer lab refers to the Sample Analysis phase only, furthermore the 20 lamellas/ shift includes only 

imaging and not metrology. Nevertheless, this information could still be used to evaluate the time taken 

for sample analysis per a single lamella. The time for metrology of a single lamella (about 2-4 sec) can be 

safely approximated here. 

As a result, 20 lamellas per 12 hours would mean that analysis on a single lamella takes about 36 minutes 

for that specific customer in the given arrangement. Looking at the simulation results for a similar usecase 

(Figure 53), the average time for sample analysis is 150 minutes. Since the BPSim configuration used 5 

lamellas per grid, it meant that analysis on a lamella took around 30 minutes. This result is close to the 

result from the customer scenario.  

Nevertheless, the simulation scenario was based on assumptions taken from the number and type of 

machines present and employee shift patterns, without specific information into the detailed workflow the 

customer was following. Further investigation and more information on customer usage would reveal a 

more dependable validation result.  

8.4.4 Simulation Set 2: Performance analysis with error conditions 

For this set of simulations, the automatic grid handling use case was used for sample transport, although it 

was still in the design stage. The error events were all modeled in the analysis section of the model. 

Figure 23 shows the sample analysis section of the process model, which contains all the error events 

modeled for this project.  

For these set of simulations, the grid handler automated process was used instead of the manual process to 

simulate possible error conditions. This was selected since the Grid Handler Project carried out an FMEA 

analysis and defined error thresholds for acceptance criteria. For these simulations 1000 jobs were used as 

a baseline and an error rate of 0.01 (99.99% error free) and 0.001(99.999% error free) were used to 

simulate the effect on performance. These simulations were made only for time and throughput analysis. 

The resource effects were not simulated here. In other words, the results of this simulation assume no 

resource constraints. (The net effect of the errors on processing time and throughput). 
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The reasons behind this choice were the following 

 Limitations of BPSim in assigning resources to subprocesses (see section 7.5.4) 

 The interpretability of the simulation result in the case of multiple resources: 

o Analyzing the effect of both resources and errors at the same time might be misleading 

since the resources are considered identical and the error rates are just multiplied in this 

case. It is possible to add some randomness to the simulation but still the results would be 

difficult to understand, and the net effect cannot be analyzed meaningfully. 

The following failure modes were modeled. 

 Grid Undetected: This refers to the situation that the grid recognition mechanism fails to detect 

the grid, which prevents the Grid Handler from being able to pick up the grid. 

 Grid Lost: This refers to the situation where a grid is lost/damaged due to vacuum suction while 

trying to place it on the TEM holder 

 Grid Handler Error: This is an aggregate error which can be the effect of failures in grid detection 

or pick-and-place mechanism, whereby a quick fix by an operator fails. 

 Vacuum Levels Low: This is the case where, after loading the TEM holder, the correct vacuum 

levels cannot be attained, which has to be adjusted right away to prevent pollution. 

 Data Services Error: This refers to the situation where acquisition has been made but failure in 

data services connection occurs. In which case, the images will still be available on the 

Microscope PC but not in data services, which causes some delay in offline metrology due to the 

need to match records manually. 

The simulation results show the effect of failure rates on throughput. Looking at the ‘End Offline 

Metrology’ element in the throughput table below (Figure 55), it can be observed that 4 and 42 jobs are 

lost from a total of 1000 with error rates of 0.001% and 001% respectively (Figure 55).

 

Figure 55. Simulation result 2:  Failure Rates and Throughput 
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Figure 56. Simulation Result 2: Failure rates and Repeated Jobs 

 

Analysis of the number of completed parameters showed that, in addition to the lost jobs, an error rate of 

0.001% caused 1 job to be repeated, while a 0.01 % caused 9 (Figure 56). 

 

8.5 Modeling Limitations and Best Practices. 

In this section, the limitations found while working with the tool and some good practices to avoid the 

pitfalls are discussed.  

 Assigning resource to subprocesses 

Although EA BPSim configuration allows assigning resources for subprocesses, it ignores this 

configuration while running. Therefore, the results would show that the resource was idle the whole time. 

An alternative used in this project is to model this subprocess as an activity/task if resource analysis is 

required. In case subtasks need to be defined under this activity(task), this was achieved by dragging and 

dropping activities inside the activity/task. In some cases, the subprocess tasks were also drawn in a child 

diagram (for a subprocess carried out by/ within a given resource). However, in both cases, you should 

keep the BPMN type of the parent activity as “task” (see configurations for “Prepare Final Lamella” 

subprocess). 

Why not model these as separate tasks and assign a resource to each? 

The reason is that, if sequential tasks of the same machine are modelled separately and each assigned the 

same resource, this would only make sense if the resource available is only one. If the number of 

resources is increased, the simulation would share these resources as they become available between these 

tasks, while in fact all of these actually happen in one single machine. In other words, there is no 

constraint that ties a task to an instance of a resource. 
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Workaround for tasks that were modeled separately but take place in the same machine (take 

the same resource time)  

In some cases, it would be of interest to define tasks that are separate but take the same tool time. for 

example, “Load holder in TEM” and “Online Sample Analysis.” It was preferred to model them 

separately because: 

1. Loading holder is a possible candidate that could be automated (a robot instead of a 

human operator) OR 

2. Modeling error characteristics while loading holder in TEM was of interest 

The simulation should reflect that these two things happen in the same machine and are done by the same 

operator (for the manual case). To achieve this effect, the processing time for online analysis was 

configured as follows 

ProcessingTime = {t_load_holder_in_tem} + {t_load_tem_job_metrios} + {t_metrology} +      

{t_unload_tem_holder} 

and the resource as getResource('Metrios',1) and getResource('TEMOperator',1). Notice here that the timing 

calculations also include “Unload TEM Holder” task which was modelled as a separate task. This was to 

allow time and resource simulation as well as error condition modeling in between the subtasks. 

 Very Limited Error Message for configuration errors 

This was a limitation of Enterprise Architect BPSim Simulation. It was difficult to find a configuration 

error since only generic error messages were provided. The workaround was to make changes 

incrementally. This meant saving a working version of the model before each major change so that the 

model can be rolled back to that version if an unidentified breaking error is introduced. Using Java as 

expression language helps a little, since this provides an execution log. However, this was not a 

significant change since it was not helpful for debugging a specific error. Java expressions were not used 

in this project since this required configuration changes in some cases such as setting parameters (for 

example, counters) on sequence flows instead of in start events. 

 Global Task Configurations 

While modeling global task properties, the configuration window did not show property and control 

configurations. The workaround used in this case was to first change the type of these elements to task 

and configure them. Once configured, they were changed back to Global tasks. 
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 Inheritance and Calendars 

BPSim inheritance, as shown in the Sparx user guides (Sparx Systems, 2019) allows defining base 

scenarios and inheriting them in other scenarios so that only the changed parameters are defined in the 

inheriting configurations. This also means that the children will inherit any changes made in the parent, 

unless they override them. The differences can be seen in the configuration review page by opening both. 

Only the new changes are shown on the child configuration's column. The problem faced here was that, 

since the parent configurations could not be seen from the child configuration, calendar-based conditions 

could not be modified. Therefore, in cases where calendar-based parameters are, it was found to be better 

to duplicate configurations instead of using inheritance. 

 Boolean Condition Values 

In exclusive gateways, using values like a=true and a=false for opposite gateway sequence flows, 

although valid, makes the simulation evaluate incorrectly or stop. The workaround used for this case was 

assigning two separate integer values for the two cases. For example, to define a condition for transport 

type, instead of using automated= true and automated=false as evaluating conditions, the following 

method was used.  

{transport_type}={automated_transport} and {transport_type}={manual_transport}  

for selecting between automated and manual transport as mentioned above. 

 Exporting Configurations 

Although both CSV and XML exports for BPSim configurations are supported by Enterprise Architect, it 

was observed that only the XML export contained all the configurations, including the BPMN models. On 

the other hand, the CSV export contained only the parameter values. In case of calendar related values, 

for example Quantity of TEM Operators (let's say five during normal working hours and three during 

shift breaks, this would not be present in a csv export. Only one of the properties were exported. 

 Simulating error conditions in subprocesses 

To simulate the effect of errors in a subprocess, error throwing events inside subprocesses were used. 

Boundary catching events (blue circles) were then put on the parent task that catch these the thrown 

events as shown in the figure above (Error! Reference source not found.). In addition, simulation for 

error analysis should be conducted separately from resource analysis since these two are separate 

concerns. 
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9 Model Deployment 

This part of the project was included in the scope of the project after discussing it with the project 

supervisor and weighing the impact on the project. 

The insights to deploy the process models was based on the observation that actual customer data was 

scarce and different customers have found a way of creating their own workflows which were not 

apparent to the supplier (Thermofisher Scientific). The question of analyzing performance is therefore 

highly dependent on how the customer uses these machines in addition to the machine performance by 

itself.  

It was also visible, from discussion with domain experts, that planned changes or automations are not 

always preferred by customers for different reasons. This raises a question of which processes or solutions 

should be offered to which customer to improve their performance. Although the analysis with BPMN 

and BPSim Simulation gives a good indication of performance bottlenecks and allows us to develop 

different versions of optimized processes, the actual usage at the customer might still be different or 

might evolve in its own direction. In the age of Big Data, Machine learning and customized services, 

deployable processes would be a great advantage to the company. 

In order to mitigate the risk of investing resources in optimization and automation efforts and to solve the 

problem of not having enough knowledge of customer workflows, one possible solution is to offer these 

processes as services in addition to the machines and their application software. The benefits of this 

approach are: 

• Control: deploy flexible and optimized processes as per customer needs 

• Optimization: analyze performance in real time (resource allocation, parallelization) 

• Data: store detailed process data in databases which can be used for data analytics and machine 

learning 

To this end, a sample system was deployed to demonstrate how this can be done using a process 

deployment engine. For this project the Camunda BPM Engine was used since it is an open source tool 

and allows customizations based on demand. 
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9.1 Sample Deployment Architecture 

To build this demo application, a kind of publish-subscribe model was used with Camunda engine 

publishing certain external tasks and two of Metrios’ services (Tool Readiness and Auto Recipe Runner), 

acting like subscribers (worker nodes) implementing tasks (TEM Preparation and Metrology, 

respectively). 

 

Figure 57. Demo Deployment Architecture 

The following software components were used for this purpose: 

 Metrios Virtual Machine (The version used for this Demo is Metrios DX4.0 TEM 6.15.0.53323)  

 Tool Readiness Setup files (Setup-ToolReadiness.1.0.0.113.exe)  

 Camunda BPM Modeler (camunda-modeler-3.0.1-win-x64.zip) 

 Camunda BPM Engine (camunda-bpm-tomcat-7.10.0.zip) 

 Camunda Worker node for tool readiness API  

 Camunda Worker node for auto recipe API  

A simplified process model was used for deployment, which has the necessary elements configured.  
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Figure 58 shows how these were configured in Camunda Modeler.

 

Figure 58. deployed model details 

 

The tasks were configured as follows: 

 Transfer Sample: This was implemented as user task for simplicity. A form was used to receive 

the grid_id(string), grid_type(enum) and num_of_lamella(long). 

 Load Holder in TEM:  This was implemented as user task. An input form was configured to 

receive holder_loaded as boolean field. 

 Run Tool Readiness:  This was implemented as external service task. (From properties panel, 

select “External” as implementation and put “chk_tool_readiness” as topic (the topic name will 

be used by the external workers to subscribe to this task. 

 Metrology: This was implemented as a subprocess with a boundary (error catching) event. For the 

boundary event, error name was configured as Recipe_Failed_Error which will be used for error 

handling by the external task client. 

 Run Recipe: This was implemented as external service task. (From properties panel, select 

“External” as implementation and put metrology as topic. 

 Notify Customer: This was implemented as user task. Default configurations used. 

 Notify Operator: This was implemented as user task. Default configurations used. 
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Sequence flows were configured as follows: 

 Gateway "tem ready?" 

o sequence flow to Metrology (condition Type: javascript, Script Type: Inline Script, 

Script: Alignments!='' (If tool readiness worker returns alignment data continue to 

metrology) 

o sequence flow to TEM Prep (condition Type: javascript , Script Type: Inline Script, 

Script: Alignments==''  (If tool readiness worker does not return alignment data go to 

TEM Prep) 

Note: for the external tasks, the polling method was used, i.e., worker nodes will subscribe to a given 

topic(task) and will claim the task to complete it and return control back to the process engine). 

After configuration of the model as shown above, the process was deployed to the process Engine directly 

from the Camunda Modeler environment (Figure 59). 

 

Figure 59. Model Deployment 

The two external tasks were configured based on an opensource project called camunda-external-task-

client-js on GitHub, which implements a NodeJS worker node for Camunda external tasks. Once the 

process was deployed on the engine, these worker nodes were started, and they were polling the main 

process waiting for a task to be assigned to them. Both processes should be installed on the Microscope 

PC. 
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The worker nodes are subscribed to different topics, which allows them to take tasks assigned to them 

specifically. Running the workers in a node server showed a polling log as shown below (Figure 60). 

 

Figure 60. Running Worker Node Terminal 

 

9.1.1 Running process with no BMPN Error 

To test the process, a process instance was run on the engine with a correctly running recipe file as input. 

This recipe file was the one we wanted the AutoRecipeRunner to execute. This was to simulate the case 

of a fully automated process whereby the instructions to a job(recipe) file can be uploaded remotely by a 

client, a technician or a work scheduling program. In real life scenarios, the output expected in this case 

would be the result of TEM/STEM/EDS analysis (Metrology Data). These details can be specified in the 

recipe file. 

However, the Recipe file used for this simulation was made only for demo purposes and was not expected 

to accomplish any useful work except demonstrating the concept of running a job. The instructions 

included in this recipe were simply loading a TEM image from a predefined location, run annotation and 

angle activities on it and save it in a specified location (Figure 62). At the end of a successful run, an 

image file was expected to be saved in the location specified by the recipe file. 
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Once a recipe was given as a parameter and a process was started, monitoring that process from the 

Camunda cockpit interface was possible. Each process ran as an instance and the instance specific data 

was visible as well. Tokens representing a single job instance were visible on the current task and moved 

forward as the process progresses (Figure 62).

 

Figure 62. Instance data and token view 

The first task in the process flow was the “Transfer Sample to Holder” task, which was implemented as a 

user task for simplification. This could also be configured as a service task assigned to the grid handler. In 

such an automated case, the GridId, GridType and Number of Lamella fields shown on the form could be 

gathered from image recognition by the Grid handler. 

Figure 61. Sample Recipe for Testing 
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In the demo implementation, this process was simulated by simply filling this form from the Camunda 

task list webapp interface, which could be accessed through a web browser from a different machine than 

that of the process engine deployment server (Figure 63).  

 

Figure 63. Transfer Sample to Holder Interface 

After completing this task, the token could be seen moving to the next task in the Camunda cockpit. The 

next task was then assigned to the specified user automatically by the process engine (all manual tasks in 

the demo implementation were assigned to the demo user provided by default). It is possible to assign 

different kinds of users to a task according to their role, in which case only the assigned user will get a 

notification for a new task. 

 

Figure 64. Load Holder in TEM Tasks Interface 

 

After the “Load Holder task” (Figure 64), “Run Tool Readiness” was next in line and the server published 

this task for an available subscriber. The tool readiness worker then took over control of this task and sent 

a request to the Tool readiness API to check if alignment data was available. This worker was configured 

in such a way that If alignment data was available, it would set a process variable called “Alignments” 

with the alignment data and pass this to the process control, finishing its task.  
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In the first run alignment data was available and this this led the process to continue execution of the 

“metrology” task (Figure 65, left). If this data was not available, the Alignment variable would have been 

null, leading to the execution of the TEM Prep task. 

When the metrology task is initiated, the process engine again published this task and this time, the Auto 

Recipe Runner worker node took this task (Figure 65, top right). The Auto Recipe Worker node was 

configured such that it will initiate the command line client of the AutoRecipeRunner and runs the 

specific recipe and saves the output in the specified location. This step was successfully completed as and 

a .tif image was created in the specified location (Figure 65, bottom right). 

 

Figure 65. Log output of worker nodes -success 

Since no error was caught by the boundary event the system execution continued to the “Notify 

Customer” task, which should notify the customer that the data is ready. 
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Figure 66. Process View inside Engine – No Error 

This was also visible in the process view inside the Camunda cockpit. Figure 66 shows this view with the 

data registered for this process instance. 

Note: The two worker nodes were implemented similarly with only one difference. The Tool Readiness 

API is accessible through a REST interface, and therefore, the Tool Readiness Worker node needed to 

send an HTTP POST request to this API to get this response. In the case of Auto Recipe Runner Worker 

node, it needed to initiate a shell command locally to start the Auto Recipe Runner. 

It is worth noting here that in a real system, more constraints need to be checked before actually assigning 

the Metrology task to a TEM. Only a TEM which passed the tool readiness check for the job to be 

executed should be able to subscribe to the task. These details were left out of this demonstration since 

the purpose of this project was not to design such a system but to show the possibilities of using BPMN 

models in production. 

9.1.2 Running process with BPMN Error 

In addition to the success scenario, it was also important to see how business errors are handed by the 

deployment engine. It should be noted here that these errors are BPMN errors that are part of the process 

model and not to be confused with other system or connection errors that might be handled differently. 

To demonstrate this, a new recipe file was created by modifying the one used in the success scenario to 

make it fail. The process remained the same except that the provided recipe file pointed to the erroneous 

recipe instead of the correct one. Once the process execution reached the metrology subprocess it was 
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visible in the logs that auto recipe error has terminated and a “Recipe_Failed_Error” is returned to the 

process engine as shown (Figure 67, left).  

 

Figure 67.Log output of worker nodes - Error 

The boundary event then caught this BPMN error and the process went to the “Notify Operator” task. 

This flow and the data associated could also be seen in Camunda cockpit. Figure 68 demonstrates this. 

 

Figure 68.Process View inside Engine – No Error 

This deployment demo was successfully implemented, deployed and demonstrated to stakeholders.  
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10 Conclusion  

In this project, the main challenges were being able to analyze performance based on process flow 

variables and being able to model failure characteristics. Solutions were developed at different phases to 

enable these requirements.  

10.1 Design Opportunities Revisited 

Section 4.2 discussed the design opportunities identified during this project. In this section, those design 

opportunities are revisited to evaluate the results of the project against them. 

 Extensibility: The developed process models can easily be extended to include more workflow 

variants. Some of the subprocesses are modeled in subprocesses that can be reused in future 

extensions as well. 

 Ease of Use: BPMN is a visual language that is easy to understand with a basic introduction of 

the symbols their meaning. Designers within Thermofisher are already familiar with designing 

workflows with tools like Visio as well as SysML activity diagrams. Some concepts are 

transferable from this tools and languages as well. 

Setting up simulations is also graphically supported in Enterprise Architect, although this requires 

some more effort to setup in a complex model.   

 Reusability: While modelling common aspects of the model are extracted and modeled as sub 

processes so that they are reusable. This also holds true for the simulation configurations. Which 

can be extended through inheritance (in some cases). 

 Configurability: This criterion mostly concerns the simulation configurations in BPSim. This is 

implicitly satisfied by the choice of the simulation standard.  

The first part of the project addressed modeling of the process workflow using Business Process modeling 

Notation (BPMN).  The high-level business processes were taken as Sample Preparation, Sample 

Transport, and Sample Analysis. To identify the key process flow components, domain analysis was 

made in the form of interviews, document reviews, meetings, and stakeholder demonstrations.  One of the 

challenges here was that the knowledge needed to construct these models was dispersed within the 

different domain experts across different locations.  It is my belief that having a central repository of 

business models is an important step in process analysis for better performance.  
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The second part of the project addresses the client’s requirement to have a tool that enables a configurable 

environment where the impact of different variables on performance (Throughput and time-to-data) can 

be analyzed. This was achieved with the open standard BPSim that enables simulation of BPMN models. 

BPSim offers different analysis perspectives such as time, control, resource, and cost. For this project, all 

perspectives except cost were used to simulate use cases. Simulation of use cases using BPSim showed 

that it is possible to identify performance bottlenecks, perform what-if analysis, and analyze effects of 

failure rates. 

The third part of the project, although not initially in scope, was influenced by the observation that real 

customer data is scarce, and it would be more meaningful if there was a way to use models in actual 

production environment. In such a way, the loop from analysis to a model-based solution can be closed. 

We can use detailed models to benchmark our processes and design optimized solutions for customer 

specific workflows, which can be offered as additional services that are deployed on their systems. These 

services in turn will provide analytics data we can feed back into analysis to come up with better 

solutions. This allows the application of an iterative design approach to processes as shown below.  
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11 Recommendations and Future Work 

Based on my observations, I recommend the documentation of workflows in Semiconductor analysis 

using BPMN which serves the purposes of an easy-to-understand documentation in an open, tool 

independent standard. In addition to that, it provides the basis for simulation through BPSim for 

performance analysis. Another benefit is that, such a model can be used as a basis for process level 

Failure Mode Effect Analysis (PFMEA). A more significant use of this approach is the fact that 

executable models can be derived from the analysis models, which can then be used in workflow engines 

to orchestrate events and resources in a managed environment. Tools like Camunda BPM Engine allow us 

to benefit greatly from process automation by providing time, resource and event management in real-

time, as well as a data repository that can be used for data driven analysis.  

Based on feedback from stakeholders and possible users of the system, I would like to mention certain 

points. There seems to be quite an interest in finding out the theoretical maximum performance to be 

achieved given a set of constraints. This seems theoretically possible, given that multiple simulation 

scenarios and the resulting performance changes can be used to calculate such a maximum performance. 

However, this is not investigated practically and could be one future area of investigation. Another point 

mentioned is the inclusion of cost calculations in the simulations. Although BPSim supports cost analysis, 

this project was limited to time, throughput and resource perspectives. This can easily be added in the 

current simulation to give another dimension to the analysis.  
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12 Project Management 

This section describes how the project was managed throughout its lifecycle, methods used and 

evaluation of progress. 

12.1 Purpose Scope and objectives 

The aim of this project was to create a sample flow modelling tool which enables the analysis of the 

system performance and the identification of failure modes of the system. The performance analysis was 

mainly concerned with two key measures: time to data and throughput.  

 The stakeholders of the project have described the following interests: 

• Fully documented sample flow 

• Configurable parameters to analyze effect on overall performance 

• Improve Throughout 

• Improve time-to-data 

• Identify weak spots in the flow 

• Code generation 

After an initial discussion of the various interests the initial project was defined as follows 

 Modelling the current sample flow 

 Modelling the semi-automated workflow with a few of the use cases 

 Enable users have a rough performance indication 

 Enable users adjust flow parameters and analyze effect on the overall flow 

 Identify the system failure modes and build it into the model 

12.2 Project deliverables 

 Project Management Plan 

 Stakeholder analysis document 

 A requirements specification document 

 A software model of the transport flow 

 A project report 
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12.3 Project Schedule 

 Start Date – January 2, 2019 

 End Date – October 29, 2019 

12.4 Management Methodology 

For this project the Agile methodology was followed using the idea of Sprints and the Kanban board. At 

the start of the project a few epics were selected as target and adjusted as needed. The initial planning for 

the project is shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 69. Project Initial Plan 

User stories were then put in the backlog or defined at the start of each sprint by the product owner 

(Marcin Gramza) together with the project manager (Beza Tassew). The epics are defined according to 

the requirements set by the client and the priorities of those requirements. 

The Sprints were initially two weeks, but some were shortened to one week, especially during 

prototyping, in order to have faster cycles. At the end of each week, a project alignment session is 

scheduled to assess the progress and be prepared for the upcoming week. 
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12.5 Project Milestones 

Table 6. Project Milestones 

Sprint Name Sprint Dates 

(2019) 

Available 

Working Hours 

(In days) 

Key Milestone 

Sprint 1 Jan 9 – Jan 23 9 Initial Scope Definition 

Sprint 2 Jan 23 – Feb 6 9 First Working demo 

Sprint 3 Feb 6 – Feb 20 9 Technology Selection 

Sprint 4 Feb 20 – Mar 14 11 Project Management Plan and Initial draft of Project 

Report 

Sprint 5 Mar 14 – Mar 27 9 Initial process model and simulation demo 

Sprint 6 Mar 27 – Apr 3 9 Initial process model and simulation demo 

Sprint 7 Apr 4 – Apr 10 5 Initial process model and simulation demo 

Sprint 8 Apr 10 – Apr 19  7 Define/Investigate lamella processing times 

Sprint 9 Apr 23 – Apr 26  9 Investigate tool interoperability (BPMN execution 

outside EA & Metrios App Interface) 

Sprint 10 May 6 – May 17 9 Investigate Integration of Tool Readiness and 

Metrios Auto Recipe Runner 

Sprint 11 May 20 – June 03 8 Demonstrate BPM integration to Metrios 

Sprint 12 June 03 – June 07 5 Identify error situation in sample flow 

Sprint 13 June 11 – Jun 24 9 Build customer usecase simulation 

Sprint 14 Jun 24 – Jun 28 5 Sample flow simulation and deployment 

stakeholders’ demo 

Sprint 15 July 2 – July 16  9 Assess tool usability and simulate error conditions  

Sprint 16 July 17 – July 26 

(Jul 29 – Aug 9, 

holiday, Jul 19 -23, 

Supervisor holiday) 

8 Prepare User manual and Update report regarding 

modeling and Simulation 

Sprint 18 Sep 2 – Sep 16 9 Introduce modeling and simulation environment to 

stakeholders, Update Report based on Comments 

Sprint 19 Spet 16 – Sept 30 9 Finalize report and deliverables for submission 
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12.6 Infrastructure plan 

Infrastructure Tools used for the project are 

 Jira – for task and project management  

 Gitlab – as project repository and documentation 

 SharePoint – access to company services including file server, calendar, mail, Instant messaging 

12.7 Methods, Tools and Techniques 

The design approaches used in this project are 

 Model Based Analysis 

 Process modeling 

 Process Simulation 

 Executable process (Process deployment) 

To enable these approaches a set of tools, standards, and frameworks were used. These are: 

 BPMN 

 BPSim 

 Sparx Enterprise Architect 

 Camunda BPM Engine 

 Node.js 

 

12.8 Project organization 

12.8.1 Internal Stakeholders 

The internal stakeholders of this project are those who are involved in the project via implementation, 

planning or supervision. Table 7 lists these internal stakeholders and the identified communication 

mechanism. 
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Table 7. Project Internal Interfaces 

Stakeholder Group Role Contact Person Communication 

Method 

Company 

representatives 

Company Supervisor / 

Mentor 

Marcin Gramza 

 

Company email, 

Meetings, sprint 

planning and review 

sessions and 

consultation 

University 

Representatives 

(NDA Signed) 

University Supervisor/ 

Advisor 

Anton Wijs Email, Biweekly 

Progress Meetings, 

Monthly PSG 

Meetings 

 

12.8.2 External Stakeholders 

The external stakeholders of this project are those stakeholders outside the team but influence the project 

in different ways. Table 8 lists the external stakeholders of this project and communication methods used 

with them. 

Table 8.Project External Stakeholders 

Stakeholder Group Role Contact Person Communication 

Method 

System Component 

representatives 

TEM representative Martin Verheijnen 

 

Company email, in 

person meetings and 

presentations 

TEM representative Koos Den Hollander 

 

Grid Handler 

representative 

Nestor Rodriguez 

 

Robotic Arm 

representatives 

Marcin Gramza 

(may change) 

Smart Stage 

representatives 

to be established 

Customer 

Representatives 

Product Owner Marcin Gramza Company email, 

Meetings, sprint 
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planning and review 

sessions and 

consultation 

Customer 

representative 

Justin Roller 

(outside Eindhoven) 

Email, Skype, 

infrequent in person 

meeting 

Management 

Representative 

Metrios Product 

Manager  

Paul Verboven Email, Meeting 

University 

Representatives 

(NDA Signed) 

PDEng ST Program 

Manager, TU 

Eindhoven 

Yanja Dajsuren Email, PSG Meetings, 

Comeback days 

 

12.8.3 Team structure 

 Project Manager/Designer - Beza Getachew Tassew, 

 Project Scrum Master – Beza G. Tassew / Marcin Gramza 

 Product Owner – Marcin Gramza 

12.8.4 Project Artefacts and owners 

The artefacts of the project and their owners have been defined in Table 9. 

Table 9. Project Artefacts and owners 

Artefacts 
Owners 

Project Scope Project Manager  

Project schedule  Project Manager  

Epics Scrum Master 

Tasks Software Architect/Designer 

Backlogs Scrum Master 

Progress reports Project Manager  

Project Deliverables Product Owner 
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12.9 Feasibility Analysis 

12.10 Risk Management 

The project manager maintains a list of risks and proposed mitigation action (to reduce the chance of the 

risk materializing) and contingency actions (to reduce the impact of the risk). This list is visible to all 

team members (https://bro-gitlab.w2k.feico.com/beza.tassew/asf-metrios/Documents/PMP). 

12.10.1   Identified Risks 

The following table summarizes the risks identified and associated mitigation plan. 

Table 10 Risk Analysis 

Risk Severity Mitigation Plan 

Very Broad Scope Medium Limit the scope within the resources and capability 

available 

No Stakeholder Consensus on 

Deliverable 

High Follow agile methodology. Get quick feedbacks 

and iterate. 

Steep Learning Curve for MBSE tools High Identify tool and technology to be used very early. 

Select a tool or technology with some level of 

expertise 

A selected modelling tool might not 

address the full requirement list 

High Make a pros and cons document and discuss with 

stakeholders. Limit the scope and select a tool 

early. Try out the tools with a small prototype 

12.11 Measurement 

The outputs of the project can be measured from the perspectives of deliverables and how progress was 

made.  

12.11.1 Project Final Deliverables 

The following deliverable were successfully delivered to the client and put in shared locations accessible 

within Thermo Fisher Scientific. 

 Final version of Model 

 Modeling and Simulation Guide 

 Deployment Guide 

 Presentation Materials 

https://bro-gitlab.w2k.feico.com/beza.tassew/asf-metrios/Documents/PMP
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12.11.2 Project Progress 

At the end of the project an assessment was made on the project progress based on the road map and 

cumulative flow diagram. The road map Figure 70 shows the planned epics for the whole project. These 

have been slightly changed from the initial version. 

 

Figure 70. Project Road Map (as of End of Sept,2019) 

 

Figure 71. Cumulative Flow Diagram(as of End of Sept,2019) 
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13 Project Retrospective 

13.1 Project Reflection 

In this project, I have learned lots of new things and I have been challenged in different ways. One of the 

biggest challenges was, especially at the start of the project, understanding the multidisciplinary domain 

of semiconductor sample analysis at a level suitable to this project. Another related challenge being the 

fact that the knowledge exists not in readily accessible repository of knowledge but in multiple written 

documents, presentations as well as in the minds of the experts, some of whom are situated in other 

Thermo Fisher locations outside The Netherlands. I was able to overcome this with the support of my 

supervisor, by interviews with experts, documenting meetings, presenting findings to stakeholders and 

getting feedback as often as possible both in person and remote communication. 

In the beginning of the project, it was quite challenging to play all the roles within the project, i.e. 

gathering domain knowledge, understanding stakeholder needs, identifying requirements, identifying 

possible technology solutions, while also managing the administrative tasks. This was of course to be 

expected since this is an individual project. What helped here was to simply ask people for more 

information. It is usually the case that the problem you are asked to address has been tackled before 

probably from a different viewpoint. I was able to use such experiences as inputs for my project. 

Another aspect that was both a benefit and a challenge was the level of independence I had during this 

project. Being in between separate teams, I did not belong to any specific team’s current line of work, 

although I had close collaboration with the Metrios team. This gave me lots of independence to come up 

with creative solutions and devise my own way of working but at the same time increased the level of 

responsibility and a limit of resources on a day to day basis. Nevertheless, I had sufficient communication 

with my supervisor and key stakeholders which was very positive. 

13.2 Lessons Learned 

Based on my reflections regarding this project I have some lessons learned that I would like to share. 

 Start Simple   

If there are too many uncertainties in a project, implement the simplest solution that captures the 

things you already know rather than starting from the most complex design. Continue 

incrementally. I was initially thinking about very complex solutions that do not fully address the 

problem. Therefore, I had to take the ‘simple’ approach that answers my client’s questions. in 

such cases it is always good to start from the simplest solution and add details later. 
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 Do not start thinking about technology or methods from the beginning. 

Start your project by asking why it is needed. I observed this during the first weeks of my project 

as I was trying to find a suitable approach. The choice of technology options and methodologies 

was very wide and each of these were really good at something. Having the why’s of the project 

helped me choose the fitting solution. 

 If no one is taking the decision about certain aspects of your project, take the decision yourself 

and put assumptions. 

Sometimes during the project, you notice that you could not get some information as input for 

your next step, in such cases it is better to make reasonable assumptions and document those. If 

you are waiting for the exact answers to your questions, you risk not ever finding those answers 

because there might not be an exact answer in the first place.  

 Do not assume the client knows everything about the solution  

This one also applies to any project, I believe. Sometimes project descriptions point to 

approaches, or technology specific issues. Do not take that for granted. Make sure you know why 

those specific details are mentioned. Is it because there are constraints related to them or simply 

because they think it might be one option? This is very important because you are supposed to 

give the solution and you are expected to be an expert in the solution space. Get as much domain 

knowledge as is relevant from your client. But do not expect them to give you hints on how to 

come up with a solution. Even if they do, you have to question why. 

 Do not focus only on your project. Understand the dynamics of your team, the management, or 

even the customers as much as you can.  

This is very critical since not all answers will be in your project team or in documents. Some 

answers will be in the dynamics of the team, the management or even the company. Knowing 

about these environmental factors can be as important as the technical details of your project. 

 Communicate results (outside your immediate team as well) as much as possible. Don’t wait until 

you have a complete picture 

This is often mentioned but not as often applied rule. By communicating early, not only do you 

get feedback, but you might find out someone has been down the road you have taken and might 

give you great insights (as was in my case) 
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14 Glossary 
 

 MSD – Material and Structural Analysis Division 

 AIG – Analytical Instrumentation Group  

 TEM – Transmission Electron Microscope 

 WDB – Wafer Dual Beam 

 STEM – Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope 

 EDS - Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

 OMG – Object Management Group 

 BPMN – Business Process Modeling Notation 

 BPSim – Business Process Simulation 

 FMI – Functional Mockup Interface 

 FMU – Functional Mockup Units 

 MBSE – Model Based Systems Engineering 

 ARCADIA – ARChitecture Analysis & Design Integrated Approach 

 TU/e -  Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 

 PDEng – Profession Doctorate in Engineering 

 SysML – System Modeling Language 

 PSG – Project Steering Group 

 ST – Software Technology 

 BPM – Business Process Modeling 

 API – Application Programming Interface 
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Appendix 

A. Base Case Scenario BPSim Configuration (includes BPMN model) 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252"?> 

<bpmn:definitions xmlns:bpmn="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL" 

id="EAPK_7F3223BB_55D3_4c47_A337_182249FF272A" 

targetNamespace="www.sparxsystems.com.au/bpmn20" 

xmlns:ssbp="www.sparxsystems.com.au/bpmn20" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xmlns:di="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DI" 

xmlns:dc="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DC" 

xmlns:bpmndi="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/DI" exporter="Enterprise 

Architect" exporterVersion="14.1.1427" name="SampleFlowModel" 

xmlns:bpsim="http://www.bpsim.org/schemas/1.0"> 

 <bpmn:collaboration id="EAID_04350E5D_D4A0_4a3b_92AE_026EF0C2CD37" 

name="SampleFlowModel" isClosed="false"> 

  <bpmn:participant id="EAID_PR000000_50BE_4f1e_8164_26AE929BE99D" 

name="SampleAnalyisis" processRef="EAID_A1CCC8E9_50BE_4f1e_8164_26AE929BE99D"/> 

  <bpmn:participant id="EAID_PR000000_7C05_465d_85FA_D1D96D483693" 

name="SampleTransport" processRef="EAID_CCD3E652_7C05_465d_85FA_D1D96D483693"/> 

  <bpmn:participant id="EAID_PR000000_C2DC_4b78_9CF0_0B1A69EE74B4" 

name="SamplePreparation" processRef="EAID_8EC70289_C2DC_4b78_9CF0_0B1A69EE74B4"/> 

  <bpmn:messageFlow id="EAID_A324E47A_8E8B_47d0_9884_27CFB56FCDAC" 

sourceRef="EAID_A2B01E3A_4138_4fc0_9FEE_D6984714F419" 

targetRef="EAID_96014294_B5F3_44d1_92CC_E298EAACE3CC"/> 

  <bpmn:messageFlow id="EAID_0951A0BB_0FBF_4d6a_AFA2_6DA06796685C" 

sourceRef="EAID_D79EBAFF_4EFE_42b9_942E_ED5EA2E30D29" 

targetRef="EAID_E0B86B57_9AF4_4ad2_BA35_8351F5A1729B"/> 

 </bpmn:collaboration> 

 <bpmn:error id="EAID_79346619_2C05_4685_87C5_1992432E02B0" 

name="DataServicesError"/> 

 <bpmn:error id="EAID_1F94C805_9532_4071_B379_F1C05C7172BB" 

name="GridDamageError"/> 

 <bpmn:error id="EAID_2C88E9CA_1F27_407c_8FAB_EDEFB5AE9D17" 

name="GridUndetectedError"/> 

 <bpmn:error id="EAID_D5CBBB7C_2185_4907_BBC8_E52CF9BB9563" 

name="VaccumError"/> 

 <bpmn:signal id="EAID_355D8DF5_C996_4e3f_A9B7_17161AFEC47E" 

name="VaccumLowSignal"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_755CFB73_6238_4b95_89CC_2888DF462C6C" 

name="AutomatedTransporter"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_B7132BA5_8757_4882_ADB9_DAC13E64E82D" name="ExSolve"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_A6B29435_FEDB_45bb_A1F5_9EEFD402A9E9" 

name="GridHandlerRobot"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_156A1DC9_C016_4d0e_9E96_7B81E2DA086B" name="Helios"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_EF49707C_8A8B_40a5_9736_AECE65F2AB08" name="Metrios"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_1B94F490_F21B_45b8_B526_FAE3084346CC" 

name="OfflinePC"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_71AF0CC5_956E_4a88_86A1_03289D36AA14" 

name="PrepTechnician"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_54AE7F93_4754_41c5_9B5C_0E090EAD0C54" name="TEMLink"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_1989ECFF_7EBF_42f6_8E64_15EA9E114C58" 

name="TEMOperator"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_0F7ACE44_34DC_40f2_829C_B8CBB98E9023" 

name="TEMRobot"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_33927093_D4FD_4979_ADAF_BF16AB2E9E97" 

name="Transporter"/> 

 <bpmn:resource id="EAID_6531B5A8_98A7_4bae_BC75_B83993D408BA" name="WDB 

Robot"/> 
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 <bpmn:globalTask id="EAID_8E6DB356_A87D_44da_9C35_7ABA58D8E252" name="Optimize 

EDS Beam"/> 

 <bpmn:globalTask id="EAID_ED68AE16_14B9_4b6c_AA9B_C63D1EE7E994" name="Optimize 

STEM Beam"/> 

 <bpmn:globalTask id="EAID_15CA1BA0_E706_4d61_87FA_B0C243BC3998" name="Optimize 

TEM Beam"/> 

 <bpmn:globalTask id="EAID_F250BA2E_7176_4b07_BC75_C9B804DC26D3" name="Recenter 

Feature"/> 

 <bpmn:globalTask id="EAID_D97B81D9_0277_4034_AA15_40FEEBAD28FD" 

name="SwitchMode-EDS"/> 

 <bpmn:globalTask id="EAID_0AF68B77_0067_4624_9F99_C9E69C4E934B" 

name="SwitchMode-STEM"/> 

 <bpmn:globalTask id="EAID_23D2238E_C6DA_4d2d_B6F9_D003D686788C" 

name="SwitchMode-TEM"/> 

 <bpmn:process id="EAID_D2B3AC1B_BC35_4378_9DAF_8FC9EECE8BAE" name="Metrology 

on Feature " isClosed="false" processType="None"> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_3BFC2F12_9645_444b_96C5_61CA3709DF73" 

name="online?" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_80FD77A4_3702_44a0_8950_8E30C6DE9133" 

name="End Met" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

  <bpmn:startEvent id="EAID_A4936526_3DE0_4c9c_A1F2_299AF055E2EE" 

name="Start Metrology on Feature" isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 

  <bpmn:intermediateThrowEvent 

id="EAID_DD20C8B9_25C3_4057_BC44_B6273346CF23" name="Offline Metrology"> 

   <bpmn:signalEventDefinition 

signalRef="EAID_258A74F6_6746_4b95_9A97_545EFD0AD3BA"/> 

  </bpmn:intermediateThrowEvent> 

  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_89D05360_16BC_402d_9A87_F865477B2E51" 

name="End Metrology on Feature"/> 

  <bpmn:serviceTask id="EAID_87E00692_7B35_4532_908B_AA55F8A4192A" 

name="Online Metrology" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false" implementation="##unspecified"/> 

  <bpmn:serviceTask id="EAID_624FE6FE_7BC7_40e0_802E_1E42B3EE1ED1" 

name="Aquire Image" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

implementation="##unspecified"/> 

 </bpmn:process> 

 <bpmn:process id="EAID_459F415F_3185_4574_9973_5FFEAC41ADC0" name="Navigate 

and Center" isClosed="false" processType="None"> 

  <bpmn:startEvent id="EAID_A02FB166_3427_465b_A859_52A33196C6F2" 

name="Start CenteringTEM" isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 

  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_920B42ED_D3BB_46d5_AA86_C37AA4F2DF54" 

name="End CenteringTEM"/> 

  <bpmn:serviceTask id="EAID_5DF653B1_2405_432a_9FC1_D47E7218D955" 

name="Navigate to Lamella" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false" implementation="##unspecified"/> 

  <bpmn:serviceTask id="EAID_30DE5519_F8D8_4e4f_8FC3_8816DCC75FB3" 

name="Center First Feature" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false" implementation="##unspecified"/> 

  <bpmn:serviceTask id="EAID_3061C4C3_1825_43a8_AB3B_8A5CB169888B" 

name="Align Zone Axis" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false" implementation="##unspecified"/> 

 </bpmn:process> 

 <bpmn:process id="EAID_16A2CAA0_9778_40c4_94B2_13F2C18279A7" name="Run 

Metrology Usecase" isClosed="false" processType="None"> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_5107084F_DA55_48ef_B599_72668BA384A5" 

name="usecase" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_5250CB79_D171_4548_A01B_6A09C9364D70" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

  <bpmn:startEvent id="EAID_96825884_D43B_4460_AAB6_0A1C1B1278D8" 

name="Start Metrology" isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 
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  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_DF1BF3A9_62FB_4bb1_A486_ECE142AB97F5" 

name="End Metrology"/> 

  <bpmn:subProcess id="EAID_A5247A9A_F596_4c41_AF27_BF7B0DA0518D" 

name="UC2: TEM_all STEM_all EDS_all" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false" triggeredByEvent="false"> 

   <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_6CF2BFE8_E366_4a05_876C_502A6E8F80B1" name="tem all_lamella" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

   <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_09F48045_201D_4922_902E_6A1FEC20EBC9" name="stem all_lamella" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

   <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_5940A40D_1D1F_4091_9FBA_BCC619698FC1" name="eds all lamella?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

   <bpmn:startEvent 

id="EAID_F44E1E66_D306_454f_AA3F_DFC61B3DA2DC" name="Start UC2 - All analysis on one 

lamella" isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 

   <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_8A89AD90_89F9_4bfb_B77E_FF8D3679F66A" 

name="End UC2  - All analysis on one lamella"/> 

   <bpmn:subProcess 

id="EAID_BFD0DC79_7C88_431d_86E0_387B6FE0B3E1" name="TEM on One Lamella" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

triggeredByEvent="false"> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_CBE306FE_E5E3_4c6b_8E03_BD8B6D8FE647" name="switch_mode?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_EED51F6E_0316_43b4_A533_BAC50037141C" name="Switch Mode - TEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_23D2238E_C6DA_4d2d_B6F9_D003D686788C"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_BD784D04_B1FD_41f2_9232_083C43165AE6" name="Recenter Feature - TEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_F250BA2E_7176_4b07_BC75_C9B804DC26D3"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_947C7FEC_9B7E_4ecf_9489_706CEB363F93" name="Optimize TEM Beam" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_15CA1BA0_E706_4d61_87FA_B0C243BC3998"/> 

    <bpmn:startEvent 

id="EAID_C3E13562_10CC_4bd1_81B0_8606606FAB6A" name="Start TEM on a Lamella" 

isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 

    <bpmn:endEvent 

id="EAID_A00A9DB5_60C3_4e54_BC75_E272481ACF38" name="End TEM on a Lamella"/> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_7F8D65AE_2F98_40c1_94A8_6B4E00F83746" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_5F83423A_BD32_49cd_AB0A_BF6D64D182F2" name="TEM Metrology on Features" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_D2B3AC1B_BC35_4378_9DAF_8FC9EECE8BAE"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_D8C28F9D_912F_4e02_979D_8F28E5099DA0" name="Navigate and Center-TEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_459F415F_3185_4574_9973_5FFEAC41ADC0"/> 

   </bpmn:subProcess> 

   <bpmn:subProcess 

id="EAID_87D26B18_F117_4387_9067_6581EB59BD0E" name="STEM on One Lamella" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

triggeredByEvent="false"> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_8939E0D8_9FC1_493f_94C8_2F8300D49579" name="Recenter Feature - STEM" 
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startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_F250BA2E_7176_4b07_BC75_C9B804DC26D3"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_8D28F1D8_C039_49be_B137_6E668D5AF604" name="Switch Mode - STEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_0AF68B77_0067_4624_9F99_C9E69C4E934B"/> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_1857A5F0_889F_44ad_98F7_94E331EE6745" name="switch_mode?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_E7FD388E_B7D5_484e_AB07_11891202B2B7" name="Optimize STEM Beam" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_ED68AE16_14B9_4b6c_AA9B_C63D1EE7E994"/> 

    <bpmn:endEvent 

id="EAID_08845D6D_7F07_4b8f_9886_D0C6F363F33F" name="End STEM on a Lamella"/> 

    <bpmn:startEvent 

id="EAID_527AAE6E_8258_4e2a_A6E4_F8124616B602" name="Start STEM on a Lamella" 

isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_F09C09FC_BB57_49af_815C_B0DC0DA646FF" name="Navigate and Center - STEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"/> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_C92A7894_553C_4cdb_AC64_F40D7D15786B" name="stem all_features?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_3E220B7F_62CF_4fff_8777_8439D3503EC8" name="STEM Metrology on Features" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"/> 

   </bpmn:subProcess> 

   <bpmn:subProcess 

id="EAID_59878A3A_2A77_424c_B116_AE9DD321443F" name="EDS on a Lamella" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

triggeredByEvent="false"> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_68DF19E3_9EAC_4a74_81E6_4DA0D8BE5456" name="Recenter Feature - EDS" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_F250BA2E_7176_4b07_BC75_C9B804DC26D3"/> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_DE4526F9_CEC2_469b_890D_F833F712A31B" name="switch mode?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_30146984_418E_48c3_B2BC_BAB1195643BE" name="Switch Mode - EDS" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_D97B81D9_0277_4034_AA15_40FEEBAD28FD"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_A6903D9D_0693_4d69_B1A3_F9F8CFA9F9D6" name="Optimize EDS Beam" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_8E6DB356_A87D_44da_9C35_7ABA58D8E252"/> 

    <bpmn:endEvent 

id="EAID_659130B1_0A43_4876_B3A2_DFAF3716015C" name="End EDS on a Lamella"/> 

    <bpmn:startEvent 

id="EAID_ADFB5699_9FF9_4701_9926_87C93D4CA04B" name="Start EDS on a Lamella" 

isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_741294C1_F5A2_46e2_A23B_DCB5DA9AE218" name="Navigate and Center - EDS" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"/> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_845358DE_8F7B_4edf_A685_20F2A32AE50A" name="eds all_features?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 
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    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_21DFF59E_4A1F_41a5_A233_97A4E2B5979E" name="EDS Metrology on Features" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"/> 

   </bpmn:subProcess> 

  </bpmn:subProcess> 

  <bpmn:subProcess id="EAID_E5F64EB4_56E1_456c_A23E_E488A3F0F2CD" 

name="UC1: Loop TEM-STEM-EDS Per Lamella" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false" triggeredByEvent="false"> 

   <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_6050B886_685B_46aa_9E02_6FC8514EFBBA" name="all lamella processed?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

   <bpmn:startEvent 

id="EAID_9E779BAF_8284_490a_A2BE_98ED034F9AFB" name="Start TEM-STEM-EDS per Lamella" 

isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 

   <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_027C5472_378B_47fd_961D_4CAD8B7BA72B" 

name="End TEM-STEM-EDS per Lamella"/> 

   <bpmn:subProcess 

id="EAID_4202AD9D_9FEA_4a3b_92AE_4F25EC24A894" name="TEM-STEM-EDS Per Lamella" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

triggeredByEvent="false"> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_64274F37_F0D3_4db6_A4FA_1CDEAE777826" name="Recenter Feature - TEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_F250BA2E_7176_4b07_BC75_C9B804DC26D3"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_3853F995_0554_41b8_AE41_D6FB56645947" name="Optimize EDS Beam" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_8E6DB356_A87D_44da_9C35_7ABA58D8E252"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_A3DBA68F_073C_454f_BFF5_AD013021A82B" name="SwitchMode- TEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_23D2238E_C6DA_4d2d_B6F9_D003D686788C"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_F7EA84D2_BEF5_448a_B7CB_50FB5E4F71F1" name="SwitchMode- EDS" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_D97B81D9_0277_4034_AA15_40FEEBAD28FD"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_4F2CA895_C39D_4ab5_8E24_D9DA9D533B08" name="Recenter Feature - STEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_F250BA2E_7176_4b07_BC75_C9B804DC26D3"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_B9003A00_7D36_4c68_914D_A4BBE63D8465" name="Optimize STEM Beam" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_ED68AE16_14B9_4b6c_AA9B_C63D1EE7E994"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_55043314_8E0A_4019_A2ED_6058C16E70FF" name="OPtimize TEM Beam" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_15CA1BA0_E706_4d61_87FA_B0C243BC3998"/> 

    <bpmn:startEvent 

id="EAID_9C35A644_FABF_45ad_B545_E5F25C770DDE" name="Start TEM-STEM-EDS per Lamella" 

isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"/> 

    <bpmn:endEvent 

id="EAID_37074DF6_C8F5_45d9_B9C3_3F4AE4B80AED" name="End TEM-STEM-EDS per Lamella"/> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_BDAA0644_91D3_4f23_8A12_9E4A4EE9CBBA" name="switch_mode?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_F388864E_B37A_4b67_B5FA_D0BDC4612194" name="Recenter Feature" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_F250BA2E_7176_4b07_BC75_C9B804DC26D3"/> 
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    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_46671FAB_9BED_4c15_B938_2557AA09C3D2" name="tem all_features?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_AE99F783_2E38_4059_9A26_8493E8CA25CF" name="stem all_features?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_B9290CA2_5F3F_4834_BF00_274CC4668A2E" name="eds all_features?" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_BC8F72F4_469E_4646_8E3F_9AF5D8E2F150" name="TEM on a Feature" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_D2B3AC1B_BC35_4378_9DAF_8FC9EECE8BAE"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_A4CA8DDA_F2A2_4635_BDB5_C66E7B9CE541" name="STEM on a Feature" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_D2B3AC1B_BC35_4378_9DAF_8FC9EECE8BAE"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_2684522D_2E5D_43d4_B04B_858584877036" name="EDs on a Feature" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_D2B3AC1B_BC35_4378_9DAF_8FC9EECE8BAE"/> 

    <bpmn:callActivity 

id="EAID_8C766836_8823_4779_9743_3EF0D3934CE6" name="Navigate and Center-TEM" 

startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false" 

calledElement="EAID_459F415F_3185_4574_9973_5FFEAC41ADC0"/> 

   </bpmn:subProcess> 

  </bpmn:subProcess> 

 </bpmn:process> 

 <bpmn:globalUserTask id="EAID_88A2F096_0053_460b_B96B_119D5DFD0C80" 

name="Switch Mode- STEM" implementation="##unspecified"/> 

 <bpmn:process id="EAID_8EC70289_C2DC_4b78_9CF0_0B1A69EE74B4" 

name="SamplePreparation"> 

  <bpmn:startEvent id="EAID_B79E8386_6164_4b69_A0E5_64F597C05E2F" 

name="Start Sample prep" isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_DFA3D0E8_16CD_4baf_8100_26B7F2FFE575</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:startEvent> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_BE9078CD_2730_4166_A74B_295C15664A3A" 

name="prep method?" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_DFA3D0E8_16CD_4baf_8100_26B7F2FFE575</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_275CB643_15FB_499d_A800_F7D07B23A978</bpmn:outgoing> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_BF0704D3_8090_422d_8621_29DCC8641C1F</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_DFA3D0E8_16CD_4baf_8100_26B7F2FFE575" 

sourceRef="EAID_B79E8386_6164_4b69_A0E5_64F597C05E2F" 

targetRef="EAID_BE9078CD_2730_4166_A74B_295C15664A3A"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_C9334E5F_CB3A_4a7f_9CF2_AF6CEDD96FD9" 

name="prep complete" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_7C7E4542_8EAC_4853_B95E_E133AD0143A0</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_ACD17156_E2C5_44ff_A6E7_D5B98960982A</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_B13A626D_EB18_41c0_9BFA_45029891B323</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 
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  <bpmn:task id="EAID_88E1B7F4_5B9D_4ee7_973D_A1D23844C209" 

name="Inverted Process" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_275CB643_15FB_499d_A800_F7D07B23A978</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_ACD17156_E2C5_44ff_A6E7_D5B98960982A</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_ACD17156_E2C5_44ff_A6E7_D5B98960982A" 

sourceRef="EAID_88E1B7F4_5B9D_4ee7_973D_A1D23844C209" 

targetRef="EAID_C9334E5F_CB3A_4a7f_9CF2_AF6CEDD96FD9"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_275CB643_15FB_499d_A800_F7D07B23A978" 

sourceRef="EAID_BE9078CD_2730_4166_A74B_295C15664A3A" 

targetRef="EAID_88E1B7F4_5B9D_4ee7_973D_A1D23844C209"/> 

  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_6D9AC887_0534_474e_A4D2_3ECB082986A2" 

name="End Sample Prep"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_1E7572E0_1B71_4060_A242_9DE7C0A78A31</bpmn:incoming> 

  </bpmn:endEvent> 

  <bpmn:subProcess id="EAID_04ABB131_566E_4760_B1C8_ED0DFF18890C" 

name="Top Down Process" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false" triggeredByEvent="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_BF0704D3_8090_422d_8621_29DCC8641C1F</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_7C7E4542_8EAC_4853_B95E_E133AD0143A0</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:startEvent 

id="EAID_36851586_AE5A_456e_BD39_CD4BBC550CF5" name="Start Top Down" 

isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_6C137A37_0A43_458d_AC44_B652EC33FDAD</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:startEvent> 

   <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_00DBD1B6_503E_4e8a_BFFB_5312BA0068E4" 

name="End Top Down"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_F4A2F09F_3A87_42ea_AD9E_F9AD903A6BE4</bpmn:incoming> 

   </bpmn:endEvent> 

   <bpmn:task id="EAID_B3A78008_84CF_4c23_A772_2E50992D1B4A" 

name="Prepare Final Lamella" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_6C137A37_0A43_458d_AC44_B652EC33FDAD</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_6B57D149_6F96_4121_AC4E_70B4714D7394</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:task> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_6C137A37_0A43_458d_AC44_B652EC33FDAD" 

sourceRef="EAID_36851586_AE5A_456e_BD39_CD4BBC550CF5" 

targetRef="EAID_B3A78008_84CF_4c23_A772_2E50992D1B4A"/> 

   <bpmn:task id="EAID_CCED277E_CDEC_462f_BCF3_605E3ADCF2F2" 

name="Transfer Sample" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_6B57D149_6F96_4121_AC4E_70B4714D7394</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_816543CF_4C85_49f9_8F8E_B5F064D99E52</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:task> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_6B57D149_6F96_4121_AC4E_70B4714D7394" 
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sourceRef="EAID_B3A78008_84CF_4c23_A772_2E50992D1B4A" 

targetRef="EAID_CCED277E_CDEC_462f_BCF3_605E3ADCF2F2"/> 

   <bpmn:task id="EAID_E2C763D4_1F76_46c5_8508_F2D31D2E3BC7" 

name="Pluck Sample" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_816543CF_4C85_49f9_8F8E_B5F064D99E52</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_F4A2F09F_3A87_42ea_AD9E_F9AD903A6BE4</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:task> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_F4A2F09F_3A87_42ea_AD9E_F9AD903A6BE4" 

sourceRef="EAID_E2C763D4_1F76_46c5_8508_F2D31D2E3BC7" 

targetRef="EAID_00DBD1B6_503E_4e8a_BFFB_5312BA0068E4"/> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_816543CF_4C85_49f9_8F8E_B5F064D99E52" 

sourceRef="EAID_CCED277E_CDEC_462f_BCF3_605E3ADCF2F2" 

targetRef="EAID_E2C763D4_1F76_46c5_8508_F2D31D2E3BC7"/> 

  </bpmn:subProcess> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_7C7E4542_8EAC_4853_B95E_E133AD0143A0" 

sourceRef="EAID_04ABB131_566E_4760_B1C8_ED0DFF18890C" 

targetRef="EAID_C9334E5F_CB3A_4a7f_9CF2_AF6CEDD96FD9"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_BF0704D3_8090_422d_8621_29DCC8641C1F" 

sourceRef="EAID_BE9078CD_2730_4166_A74B_295C15664A3A" 

targetRef="EAID_04ABB131_566E_4760_B1C8_ED0DFF18890C"/> 

  <bpmn:intermediateThrowEvent 

id="EAID_A2B01E3A_4138_4fc0_9FEE_D6984714F419" name="Notify Transporter"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_B13A626D_EB18_41c0_9BFA_45029891B323</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_1E7572E0_1B71_4060_A242_9DE7C0A78A31</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:messageEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:intermediateThrowEvent> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_1E7572E0_1B71_4060_A242_9DE7C0A78A31" 

sourceRef="EAID_A2B01E3A_4138_4fc0_9FEE_D6984714F419" 

targetRef="EAID_6D9AC887_0534_474e_A4D2_3ECB082986A2"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_B13A626D_EB18_41c0_9BFA_45029891B323" 

sourceRef="EAID_C9334E5F_CB3A_4a7f_9CF2_AF6CEDD96FD9" 

targetRef="EAID_A2B01E3A_4138_4fc0_9FEE_D6984714F419"/> 

 </bpmn:process> 

 <bpmn:process id="EAID_CCD3E652_7C05_465d_85FA_D1D96D483693" 

name="SampleTransport"> 

  <bpmn:startEvent id="EAID_96014294_B5F3_44d1_92CC_E298EAACE3CC" 

name="Start Transport" isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_E42B0EFC_80C0_43ea_99C1_5872A8CFCC0F</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:messageEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:startEvent> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_663D1DF8_8C8D_425d_A470_443367BDE525" name="Load 

Grid in WDB container" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_E42B0EFC_80C0_43ea_99C1_5872A8CFCC0F</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_230733A2_ECD9_48a2_8AAB_EC076884A023</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_E42B0EFC_80C0_43ea_99C1_5872A8CFCC0F" 

sourceRef="EAID_96014294_B5F3_44d1_92CC_E298EAACE3CC" 

targetRef="EAID_663D1DF8_8C8D_425d_A470_443367BDE525"/> 
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  <bpmn:task id="EAID_ED1BD897_471C_48fa_A8A7_6A1E3D3C0B4C" name="Load 

WDB Container in FOUP" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_16282875_7835_4f60_851F_5E1C4E4A3730</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_AEED600E_CC56_4308_BF98_141838182A53</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:manualTask id="EAID_8E2B4BFD_A2D5_45f0_98F3_36DBD775E1A2" 

name="Tranport Grid Container to TEM" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_954E1720_3AB0_40a7_AE04_EF2C5DC9096A</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_21D5C758_EC4B_45aa_B1B6_4B3ED4BF676C</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:manualTask> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_80748D02_9049_406c_B4F3_57339BD2A4C7" 

name="Transport Grid FOUP to TEM" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_AEED600E_CC56_4308_BF98_141838182A53</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_76731F82_C584_4f45_A062_12CE28052659</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_AEED600E_CC56_4308_BF98_141838182A53" 

sourceRef="EAID_ED1BD897_471C_48fa_A8A7_6A1E3D3C0B4C" 

targetRef="EAID_80748D02_9049_406c_B4F3_57339BD2A4C7"/> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_E70EFAF9_C293_41a8_B8DD_607AB682C7D9" 

name="Unload Grid from FOUP" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_76731F82_C584_4f45_A062_12CE28052659</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_BB9ADD20_343A_4ae1_9D3E_5F0D07D27EFC</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_76731F82_C584_4f45_A062_12CE28052659" 

sourceRef="EAID_80748D02_9049_406c_B4F3_57339BD2A4C7" 

targetRef="EAID_E70EFAF9_C293_41a8_B8DD_607AB682C7D9"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_9CA2D2B7_07A8_4d00_8231_E7BFD45D8FC2" 

name="Grid at TEM" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_BB9ADD20_343A_4ae1_9D3E_5F0D07D27EFC</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_21D5C758_EC4B_45aa_B1B6_4B3ED4BF676C</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_2C9F4098_BA38_461b_AB0A_25399322CC42</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_21D5C758_EC4B_45aa_B1B6_4B3ED4BF676C" 

sourceRef="EAID_8E2B4BFD_A2D5_45f0_98F3_36DBD775E1A2" 

targetRef="EAID_9CA2D2B7_07A8_4d00_8231_E7BFD45D8FC2"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_BB9ADD20_343A_4ae1_9D3E_5F0D07D27EFC" 

sourceRef="EAID_E70EFAF9_C293_41a8_B8DD_607AB682C7D9" 

targetRef="EAID_9CA2D2B7_07A8_4d00_8231_E7BFD45D8FC2"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_9610620B_A837_4add_AFC1_2C0B6BF9535A" 

name="tranport_type" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_230733A2_ECD9_48a2_8AAB_EC076884A023</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_954E1720_3AB0_40a7_AE04_EF2C5DC9096A</bpmn:outgoing> 
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 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_16282875_7835_4f60_851F_5E1C4E4A3730</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_16282875_7835_4f60_851F_5E1C4E4A3730" 

name="auto(2)" sourceRef="EAID_9610620B_A837_4add_AFC1_2C0B6BF9535A" 

targetRef="EAID_ED1BD897_471C_48fa_A8A7_6A1E3D3C0B4C"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_954E1720_3AB0_40a7_AE04_EF2C5DC9096A" 

name="manual" sourceRef="EAID_9610620B_A837_4add_AFC1_2C0B6BF9535A" 

targetRef="EAID_8E2B4BFD_A2D5_45f0_98F3_36DBD775E1A2"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_230733A2_ECD9_48a2_8AAB_EC076884A023" 

sourceRef="EAID_663D1DF8_8C8D_425d_A470_443367BDE525" 

targetRef="EAID_9610620B_A837_4add_AFC1_2C0B6BF9535A"/> 

  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_FBB2353F_17A7_4965_B70A_A721766F28F3" 

name="End Tranport"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_F6F16DE3_AC75_4eb0_BAE8_25ACEF4FD1A0</bpmn:incoming> 

  </bpmn:endEvent> 

  <bpmn:intermediateThrowEvent 

id="EAID_D79EBAFF_4EFE_42b9_942E_ED5EA2E30D29" name="Sample Delivered"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_2C9F4098_BA38_461b_AB0A_25399322CC42</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_F6F16DE3_AC75_4eb0_BAE8_25ACEF4FD1A0</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:messageEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:intermediateThrowEvent> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_F6F16DE3_AC75_4eb0_BAE8_25ACEF4FD1A0" 

sourceRef="EAID_D79EBAFF_4EFE_42b9_942E_ED5EA2E30D29" 

targetRef="EAID_FBB2353F_17A7_4965_B70A_A721766F28F3"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_2C9F4098_BA38_461b_AB0A_25399322CC42" 

sourceRef="EAID_9CA2D2B7_07A8_4d00_8231_E7BFD45D8FC2" 

targetRef="EAID_D79EBAFF_4EFE_42b9_942E_ED5EA2E30D29"/> 

 </bpmn:process> 

 <bpmn:process id="EAID_A1CCC8E9_50BE_4f1e_8164_26AE929BE99D" 

name="SampleAnalyisis"> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_A7DCEFE7_9DB0_4960_B959_7E495FE171B3" 

name="Offline Metrology" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_0DD34DC5_AFBC_4839_AD0C_98D1E9205F50</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_07B97A95_3B93_48e1_99C4_DDB4EC8D6BA9</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_BF5EE0A7_53F2_4282_8125_3A2622F86CC5</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:startEvent id="EAID_E0B86B57_9AF4_4ad2_BA35_8351F5A1729B" 

name="Start Online Analysis" isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_DBD01717_C2EA_45ae_AF93_75817E7D5C7D</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:messageEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:startEvent> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_7373A066_6042_4f85_AE5E_D7DC4BE647BA" name="Load 

Holder in TEM" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_B07961DA_4AB0_43b1_9084_C2212F301B3D</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_44A2CCB8_00E4_40c7_9E66_A70A6363A9AD</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_39CD6730_25CF_4648_BD6D_18002B27A15C</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 
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  <bpmn:boundaryEvent id="EAID_927F50D7_A360_43dc_B6DD_91AB98E77C8C" 

name="Catch Issue" attachedToRef="EAID_FD262CD8_BFC7_4f31_9380_3E9EC23D5E98" 

cancelActivity="true" parallelMultiple="false"> 

   <bpmn:escalationEventDefinition 

escalationRef="EAID_C5D3FC4B_9DB7_4870_A9CB_F47A2B87A4AC"/> 

  </bpmn:boundaryEvent> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_FD262CD8_BFC7_4f31_9380_3E9EC23D5E98" 

name="Online Sample Analysis" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_DCC56FCF_C2B0_4b02_B4D3_722FAA5B06E9</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_74F5743F_EE34_4450_994C_A82D5AD2E4CA</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:ioSpecification> 

    <bpmn:dataOutput 

id="EAID_C6BB7BC4_1841_4040_8435_3110FEE345C9" name="MetrologyJob" 

isCollection="false"/> 

    <bpmn:inputSet/> 

    <bpmn:outputSet> 

    

 <bpmn:dataOutputRefs>EAID_C6BB7BC4_1841_4040_8435_3110FEE345C9</bpmn:dataOutpu

tRefs> 

    </bpmn:outputSet> 

   </bpmn:ioSpecification> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_D7B95346_0E24_4265_9868_8CD908D70FC9" 

name="End Offline Metrology"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_BF5EE0A7_53F2_4282_8125_3A2622F86CC5</bpmn:incoming> 

  </bpmn:endEvent> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_BF5EE0A7_53F2_4282_8125_3A2622F86CC5" 

sourceRef="EAID_A7DCEFE7_9DB0_4960_B959_7E495FE171B3" 

targetRef="EAID_D7B95346_0E24_4265_9868_8CD908D70FC9"/> 

  <bpmn:parallelGateway id="EAID_B215A043_6589_4e23_85DF_43F9D2F87675" 

name="end online" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_74F5743F_EE34_4450_994C_A82D5AD2E4CA</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_4F18D941_3BBF_44c4_A0A4_3BE8826D915C</bpmn:outgoing> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_CD793EF3_8429_46b0_82FB_41A3E3501B18</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:parallelGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_74F5743F_EE34_4450_994C_A82D5AD2E4CA" 

sourceRef="EAID_FD262CD8_BFC7_4f31_9380_3E9EC23D5E98" 

targetRef="EAID_B215A043_6589_4e23_85DF_43F9D2F87675"/> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_0F9B138D_D423_4c40_A2F2_B5F18BC20B69" 

name="Unload TEM Holder" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_CD793EF3_8429_46b0_82FB_41A3E3501B18</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_B9187590_7073_4278_85B6_1E3B65999523</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_CD793EF3_8429_46b0_82FB_41A3E3501B18" 

sourceRef="EAID_B215A043_6589_4e23_85DF_43F9D2F87675" 

targetRef="EAID_0F9B138D_D423_4c40_A2F2_B5F18BC20B69"/> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_8CEB3ABC_4E79_47a3_B83F_3377338695F9" name="Load 

grid in Storage" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_B9187590_7073_4278_85B6_1E3B65999523</bpmn:incoming> 
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 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_1633BBFE_AB6D_434d_A809_3ED840A0CEB5</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_B9187590_7073_4278_85B6_1E3B65999523" 

sourceRef="EAID_0F9B138D_D423_4c40_A2F2_B5F18BC20B69" 

targetRef="EAID_8CEB3ABC_4E79_47a3_B83F_3377338695F9"/> 

  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_35548AC5_41B3_4136_A522_1922692F1B14" 

name="End Online Analysis"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_1633BBFE_AB6D_434d_A809_3ED840A0CEB5</bpmn:incoming> 

  </bpmn:endEvent> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_1633BBFE_AB6D_434d_A809_3ED840A0CEB5" 

sourceRef="EAID_8CEB3ABC_4E79_47a3_B83F_3377338695F9" 

targetRef="EAID_35548AC5_41B3_4136_A522_1922692F1B14"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_650DCC81_9C16_422d_9CE8_00265CF8EFD7" 

name="holder loaded" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_39CD6730_25CF_4648_BD6D_18002B27A15C</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_DCC56FCF_C2B0_4b02_B4D3_722FAA5B06E9</bpmn:outgoing> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_CDC58E14_748F_48d8_94CD_689DB4D1835F</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_DCC56FCF_C2B0_4b02_B4D3_722FAA5B06E9" 

sourceRef="EAID_650DCC81_9C16_422d_9CE8_00265CF8EFD7" 

targetRef="EAID_FD262CD8_BFC7_4f31_9380_3E9EC23D5E98"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_39CD6730_25CF_4648_BD6D_18002B27A15C" 

sourceRef="EAID_7373A066_6042_4f85_AE5E_D7DC4BE647BA" 

targetRef="EAID_650DCC81_9C16_422d_9CE8_00265CF8EFD7"/> 

  <bpmn:intermediateCatchEvent 

id="EAID_E27ECC84_5A0E_4005_86FC_AED475F54D82" name="vaccum levels low" 

parallelMultiple="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_CDC58E14_748F_48d8_94CD_689DB4D1835F</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_6A7683BA_F970_4956_B622_75EAAD32C678</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:signalEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:intermediateCatchEvent> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_CDC58E14_748F_48d8_94CD_689DB4D1835F" 

sourceRef="EAID_650DCC81_9C16_422d_9CE8_00265CF8EFD7" 

targetRef="EAID_E27ECC84_5A0E_4005_86FC_AED475F54D82"/> 

  <bpmn:intermediateCatchEvent 

id="EAID_D1A987DC_7C2C_4d2f_928D_3348FA2FD7D3" name="dataservices error" 

parallelMultiple="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_AF47564D_5FF8_4af6_82A3_FDB55D6A7E97</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_2886B22C_F13C_4eff_9976_7CBA01C5414D</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:signalEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:intermediateCatchEvent> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_57B821A9_81B4_4f36_81D1_9A92821A3EDB" 

name="sample transfer" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_DBD01717_C2EA_45ae_AF93_75817E7D5C7D</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_6FFBE680_0B85_4566_BF1B_39B814E4850A</bpmn:outgoing> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_B554078E_71AD_4cbf_9B8C_E83395AAAEA4</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 
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  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_DBD01717_C2EA_45ae_AF93_75817E7D5C7D" 

sourceRef="EAID_E0B86B57_9AF4_4ad2_BA35_8351F5A1729B" 

targetRef="EAID_57B821A9_81B4_4f36_81D1_9A92821A3EDB"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_8B9BAA63_58FD_4c26_A9CF_B28BEC4A8155" 

name="sample on holder" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_BED2DB06_B189_41e5_B8D5_42F0B2555FD3</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_C487A6F9_050A_4d1a_AEAA_9C3D1AC00812</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_B07961DA_4AB0_43b1_9084_C2212F301B3D</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_B07961DA_4AB0_43b1_9084_C2212F301B3D" 

sourceRef="EAID_8B9BAA63_58FD_4c26_A9CF_B28BEC4A8155" 

targetRef="EAID_7373A066_6042_4f85_AE5E_D7DC4BE647BA"/> 

  <bpmn:boundaryEvent id="EAID_2F1114C7_A880_41c1_B678_DBDD19FD2913" 

name="Grid Undetected" attachedToRef="EAID_DF72EE9A_CD56_474a_9EF7_6DF5E41F6D73" 

cancelActivity="true" parallelMultiple="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_E2421F5C_FAD3_44e8_A197_8C119C7EF6F9</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:errorEventDefinition 

errorRef="EAID_2C88E9CA_1F27_407c_8FAB_EDEFB5AE9D17"/> 

  </bpmn:boundaryEvent> 

  <bpmn:boundaryEvent id="EAID_4D6B1558_7E58_4404_8F58_D260E1A72556" 

name="Grid Lost/Damage" attachedToRef="EAID_DF72EE9A_CD56_474a_9EF7_6DF5E41F6D73" 

cancelActivity="true" parallelMultiple="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_B20E6AB9_DB81_4a5a_B5E0_AC1E6B88C820</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:errorEventDefinition 

errorRef="EAID_1F94C805_9532_4071_B379_F1C05C7172BB"/> 

  </bpmn:boundaryEvent> 

  <bpmn:subProcess id="EAID_DF72EE9A_CD56_474a_9EF7_6DF5E41F6D73" 

name="Transfer Sample -  Grid Handler" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false" triggeredByEvent="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_B554078E_71AD_4cbf_9B8C_E83395AAAEA4</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_95A6206B_253E_420a_B94C_A2DC21734BEC</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_BED2DB06_B189_41e5_B8D5_42F0B2555FD3</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:startEvent 

id="EAID_13911586_02E6_47ba_9704_F7CA4AA463DE" name="Start Auto GH" 

isInterrupting="true" parallelMultiple="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_D6F7E10E_C9FC_4300_87E5_08DC2D36F8C9</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:startEvent> 

   <bpmn:task id="EAID_E64ABE7E_8DB0_4677_8EDA_216D2CCD61B3" 

name="Recognize Grid" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_D6F7E10E_C9FC_4300_87E5_08DC2D36F8C9</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_41140C0F_2A2E_4ed4_88E7_DD57C236B657</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:task> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_D6F7E10E_C9FC_4300_87E5_08DC2D36F8C9" 

sourceRef="EAID_13911586_02E6_47ba_9704_F7CA4AA463DE" 

targetRef="EAID_E64ABE7E_8DB0_4677_8EDA_216D2CCD61B3"/> 
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   <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_569BE701_13ED_4cf2_A1D0_A1B546F5DDAD" name="grid detected" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_41140C0F_2A2E_4ed4_88E7_DD57C236B657</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_75D8D369_D808_4fb3_9B62_7470237D2AF2</bpmn:outgoing> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_EC67CF99_29AD_417e_BD85_512C254364F0</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_41140C0F_2A2E_4ed4_88E7_DD57C236B657" 

sourceRef="EAID_E64ABE7E_8DB0_4677_8EDA_216D2CCD61B3" 

targetRef="EAID_569BE701_13ED_4cf2_A1D0_A1B546F5DDAD"/> 

   <bpmn:task id="EAID_DB634C6F_17FC_445e_BFC0_859332A9DF22" 

name="Pick Grid" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_75D8D369_D808_4fb3_9B62_7470237D2AF2</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_B082657B_D5E3_48a5_B8B9_635FC1D775DA</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:task> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_75D8D369_D808_4fb3_9B62_7470237D2AF2" 

sourceRef="EAID_569BE701_13ED_4cf2_A1D0_A1B546F5DDAD" 

targetRef="EAID_DB634C6F_17FC_445e_BFC0_859332A9DF22"/> 

   <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_E10BF67C_FC51_478e_AAF6_F09EA5D1C16F" name="grid picked" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_B082657B_D5E3_48a5_B8B9_635FC1D775DA</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_D9F3621C_93D5_4601_9B39_E768CD769863</bpmn:outgoing> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_9ACA6677_3D64_4f81_B398_C23CE83B3098</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_B082657B_D5E3_48a5_B8B9_635FC1D775DA" 

sourceRef="EAID_DB634C6F_17FC_445e_BFC0_859332A9DF22" 

targetRef="EAID_E10BF67C_FC51_478e_AAF6_F09EA5D1C16F"/> 

   <bpmn:task id="EAID_B50D26C7_DFA6_4332_A85B_0CCDE70FCC06" 

name="Move to Holder" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_D9F3621C_93D5_4601_9B39_E768CD769863</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_E66372CD_60F6_4df2_922B_42965CB333DC</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:task> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_D9F3621C_93D5_4601_9B39_E768CD769863" 

sourceRef="EAID_E10BF67C_FC51_478e_AAF6_F09EA5D1C16F" 

targetRef="EAID_B50D26C7_DFA6_4332_A85B_0CCDE70FCC06"/> 

   <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_84515F2F_664F_4abf_B97E_3D227C43A3A7" 

name="grid undetected"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_EC67CF99_29AD_417e_BD85_512C254364F0</bpmn:incoming> 

    <bpmn:errorEventDefinition 

errorRef="EAID_2C88E9CA_1F27_407c_8FAB_EDEFB5AE9D17"/> 

   </bpmn:endEvent> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_EC67CF99_29AD_417e_BD85_512C254364F0" 
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sourceRef="EAID_569BE701_13ED_4cf2_A1D0_A1B546F5DDAD" 

targetRef="EAID_84515F2F_664F_4abf_B97E_3D227C43A3A7"/> 

   <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_F7071997_D73B_40ca_A03B_C8BFB5BF15E1" 

name="Grid Lost"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_9C790ACD_7A55_43ac_AAD1_40E65DB09CFE</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_9ACA6677_3D64_4f81_B398_C23CE83B3098</bpmn:incoming> 

    <bpmn:errorEventDefinition 

errorRef="EAID_1F94C805_9532_4071_B379_F1C05C7172BB"/> 

   </bpmn:endEvent> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_9ACA6677_3D64_4f81_B398_C23CE83B3098" 

sourceRef="EAID_E10BF67C_FC51_478e_AAF6_F09EA5D1C16F" 

targetRef="EAID_F7071997_D73B_40ca_A03B_C8BFB5BF15E1"/> 

   <bpmn:task id="EAID_A01328B6_75DF_437f_A980_F726BD386424" 

name="Place Grid" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" isForCompensation="false"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_E66372CD_60F6_4df2_922B_42965CB333DC</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_585F4AF0_992E_4b13_9088_73054F668057</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:task> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_E66372CD_60F6_4df2_922B_42965CB333DC" 

sourceRef="EAID_B50D26C7_DFA6_4332_A85B_0CCDE70FCC06" 

targetRef="EAID_A01328B6_75DF_437f_A980_F726BD386424"/> 

   <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_792720D3_7647_430c_9B23_32FC55B05DC6" 

name="End Auto GH"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_A6A035F9_AF4E_49ca_90E5_3BD846750602</bpmn:incoming> 

   </bpmn:endEvent> 

   <bpmn:exclusiveGateway 

id="EAID_4CFC0C0C_A7D9_4129_9473_35B0D0CCD71F" name="grid placed" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

   

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_585F4AF0_992E_4b13_9088_73054F668057</bpmn:incoming> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_9C790ACD_7A55_43ac_AAD1_40E65DB09CFE</bpmn:outgoing> 

   

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_A6A035F9_AF4E_49ca_90E5_3BD846750602</bpmn:outgoing> 

   </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_A6A035F9_AF4E_49ca_90E5_3BD846750602" 

sourceRef="EAID_4CFC0C0C_A7D9_4129_9473_35B0D0CCD71F" 

targetRef="EAID_792720D3_7647_430c_9B23_32FC55B05DC6"/> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_9C790ACD_7A55_43ac_AAD1_40E65DB09CFE" 

sourceRef="EAID_4CFC0C0C_A7D9_4129_9473_35B0D0CCD71F" 

targetRef="EAID_F7071997_D73B_40ca_A03B_C8BFB5BF15E1"/> 

   <bpmn:sequenceFlow 

id="EAID_585F4AF0_992E_4b13_9088_73054F668057" 

sourceRef="EAID_A01328B6_75DF_437f_A980_F726BD386424" 

targetRef="EAID_4CFC0C0C_A7D9_4129_9473_35B0D0CCD71F"/> 

  </bpmn:subProcess> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_BED2DB06_B189_41e5_B8D5_42F0B2555FD3" 

sourceRef="EAID_DF72EE9A_CD56_474a_9EF7_6DF5E41F6D73" 

targetRef="EAID_8B9BAA63_58FD_4c26_A9CF_B28BEC4A8155"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_B554078E_71AD_4cbf_9B8C_E83395AAAEA4" 

sourceRef="EAID_57B821A9_81B4_4f36_81D1_9A92821A3EDB" 

targetRef="EAID_DF72EE9A_CD56_474a_9EF7_6DF5E41F6D73"/> 
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  <bpmn:manualTask id="EAID_4C9D82A1_A597_4a5b_B586_20F2BF7C56F4" 

name="Grid Handler Inspection" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_E2421F5C_FAD3_44e8_A197_8C119C7EF6F9</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_1A489C70_D3C5_4cf5_B334_5E87559D4151</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:manualTask> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_E2421F5C_FAD3_44e8_A197_8C119C7EF6F9" 

sourceRef="EAID_2F1114C7_A880_41c1_B678_DBDD19FD2913" 

targetRef="EAID_4C9D82A1_A597_4a5b_B586_20F2BF7C56F4"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_455DA206_80EA_420c_A26F_36BE8A5D8237" 

name="fix GH" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_1A489C70_D3C5_4cf5_B334_5E87559D4151</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_95A6206B_253E_420a_B94C_A2DC21734BEC</bpmn:outgoing> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_34406160_1C09_40b2_A4BB_5DBAC8AFB000</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_95A6206B_253E_420a_B94C_A2DC21734BEC" 

name="ok" sourceRef="EAID_455DA206_80EA_420c_A26F_36BE8A5D8237" 

targetRef="EAID_DF72EE9A_CD56_474a_9EF7_6DF5E41F6D73"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_1A489C70_D3C5_4cf5_B334_5E87559D4151" 

sourceRef="EAID_4C9D82A1_A597_4a5b_B586_20F2BF7C56F4" 

targetRef="EAID_455DA206_80EA_420c_A26F_36BE8A5D8237"/> 

  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_8C6984DE_4784_4485_A6D6_EFA70D163025" 

name="Grid handler Error"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_B20E6AB9_DB81_4a5a_B5E0_AC1E6B88C820</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_34406160_1C09_40b2_A4BB_5DBAC8AFB000</bpmn:incoming> 

   <bpmn:errorEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:endEvent> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_34406160_1C09_40b2_A4BB_5DBAC8AFB000" 

name="nok" sourceRef="EAID_455DA206_80EA_420c_A26F_36BE8A5D8237" 

targetRef="EAID_8C6984DE_4784_4485_A6D6_EFA70D163025"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_B20E6AB9_DB81_4a5a_B5E0_AC1E6B88C820" 

sourceRef="EAID_4D6B1558_7E58_4404_8F58_D260E1A72556" 

targetRef="EAID_8C6984DE_4784_4485_A6D6_EFA70D163025"/> 

  <bpmn:endEvent id="EAID_D1271573_7611_43bf_9FF9_5AF12152043F" 

name="Vacuum Error"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_F6A8081C_4BF7_407a_AAFE_28E1E06A3C3F</bpmn:incoming> 

   <bpmn:errorEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:endEvent> 

  <bpmn:task id="EAID_C63923EE_2A4B_4957_87AA_671421170B30" 

name="Adjust Vaccum" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_6A7683BA_F970_4956_B622_75EAAD32C678</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_2AAFAF4B_2867_40f7_8B0C_5ADD2E55A848</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:task> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_6A7683BA_F970_4956_B622_75EAAD32C678" 

sourceRef="EAID_E27ECC84_5A0E_4005_86FC_AED475F54D82" 

targetRef="EAID_C63923EE_2A4B_4957_87AA_671421170B30"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_8191F341_E224_47ff_BE4E_3A2D8D9B8CFF" 

name="vaccum ok" gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 
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 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_2AAFAF4B_2867_40f7_8B0C_5ADD2E55A848</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_F6A8081C_4BF7_407a_AAFE_28E1E06A3C3F</bpmn:outgoing> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_44A2CCB8_00E4_40c7_9E66_A70A6363A9AD</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_44A2CCB8_00E4_40c7_9E66_A70A6363A9AD" 

sourceRef="EAID_8191F341_E224_47ff_BE4E_3A2D8D9B8CFF" 

targetRef="EAID_7373A066_6042_4f85_AE5E_D7DC4BE647BA"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_F6A8081C_4BF7_407a_AAFE_28E1E06A3C3F" 

sourceRef="EAID_8191F341_E224_47ff_BE4E_3A2D8D9B8CFF" 

targetRef="EAID_D1271573_7611_43bf_9FF9_5AF12152043F"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_2AAFAF4B_2867_40f7_8B0C_5ADD2E55A848" 

sourceRef="EAID_C63923EE_2A4B_4957_87AA_671421170B30" 

targetRef="EAID_8191F341_E224_47ff_BE4E_3A2D8D9B8CFF"/> 

  <bpmn:intermediateCatchEvent 

id="EAID_EBF1D904_F861_4557_8C5E_CECC4F44D424" name="delay " parallelMultiple="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_2886B22C_F13C_4eff_9976_7CBA01C5414D</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_0DD34DC5_AFBC_4839_AD0C_98D1E9205F50</bpmn:outgoing> 

   <bpmn:timerEventDefinition/> 

  </bpmn:intermediateCatchEvent> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_0DD34DC5_AFBC_4839_AD0C_98D1E9205F50" 

sourceRef="EAID_EBF1D904_F861_4557_8C5E_CECC4F44D424" 

targetRef="EAID_A7DCEFE7_9DB0_4960_B959_7E495FE171B3"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_2886B22C_F13C_4eff_9976_7CBA01C5414D" 

sourceRef="EAID_D1A987DC_7C2C_4d2f_928D_3348FA2FD7D3" 

targetRef="EAID_EBF1D904_F861_4557_8C5E_CECC4F44D424"/> 

  <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="EAID_6D2753E3_C9FB_4a56_A7B7_C6758476ED6D" 

gatewayDirection="Unspecified"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_4F18D941_3BBF_44c4_A0A4_3BE8826D915C</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_AF47564D_5FF8_4af6_82A3_FDB55D6A7E97</bpmn:outgoing> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_07B97A95_3B93_48e1_99C4_DDB4EC8D6BA9</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_07B97A95_3B93_48e1_99C4_DDB4EC8D6BA9" 

sourceRef="EAID_6D2753E3_C9FB_4a56_A7B7_C6758476ED6D" 

targetRef="EAID_A7DCEFE7_9DB0_4960_B959_7E495FE171B3"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_AF47564D_5FF8_4af6_82A3_FDB55D6A7E97" 

sourceRef="EAID_6D2753E3_C9FB_4a56_A7B7_C6758476ED6D" 

targetRef="EAID_D1A987DC_7C2C_4d2f_928D_3348FA2FD7D3"/> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_4F18D941_3BBF_44c4_A0A4_3BE8826D915C" 

sourceRef="EAID_B215A043_6589_4e23_85DF_43F9D2F87675" 

targetRef="EAID_6D2753E3_C9FB_4a56_A7B7_C6758476ED6D"/> 

  <bpmn:manualTask id="EAID_7B7DFD0C_3018_46c1_8FC9_490BA35D226D" 

name="Transfer Sample to Holder" startQuantity="1" completionQuantity="1" 

isForCompensation="false"> 

  

 <bpmn:incoming>EAID_6FFBE680_0B85_4566_BF1B_39B814E4850A</bpmn:incoming> 

  

 <bpmn:outgoing>EAID_C487A6F9_050A_4d1a_AEAA_9C3D1AC00812</bpmn:outgoing> 

  </bpmn:manualTask> 

  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_C487A6F9_050A_4d1a_AEAA_9C3D1AC00812" 

sourceRef="EAID_7B7DFD0C_3018_46c1_8FC9_490BA35D226D" 

targetRef="EAID_8B9BAA63_58FD_4c26_A9CF_B28BEC4A8155"/> 
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  <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="EAID_6FFBE680_0B85_4566_BF1B_39B814E4850A" 

sourceRef="EAID_57B821A9_81B4_4f36_81D1_9A92821A3EDB" 

targetRef="EAID_7B7DFD0C_3018_46c1_8FC9_490BA35D226D"/> 

 </bpmn:process> 

 <bpmn:relationship type="BPSimData"> 

  <bpmn:source>EAPK_7F3223BB_55D3_4c47_A337_182249FF272A</bpmn:source> 

  <bpmn:target>EAPK_7F3223BB_55D3_4c47_A337_182249FF272A</bpmn:target> 

  <bpmn:extensionElements> 

   <bpsim:BPSimData> 

    <bpsim:Scenario name="ETM_311_301_shiftbreaks_prep" 

author="beza.tassew" vendor="Sparx Systems" version="1.0" created="2019-6-26T13:10:35" 

modified="2019-9-30T11:23:52" id="EAID_42105B42_0D5A_414f_96D6_2F7EB3B8549A"> 

     <bpsim:ScenarioParameters replication="1" 

baseTimeUnit="min" expressionLanguage="XPath 1.0" showResultRequestColumn="false"> 

      <bpsim:Start> 

       <bpsim:DateTimeParameter 

value="2019-6-27T6:0:0"/> 

      </bpsim:Start> 

      <bpsim:Duration> 

       <bpsim:DurationParameter 

value="P0DT23H59M59S"/> 

      </bpsim:Duration> 

     </bpsim:ScenarioParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_B79E8386_6164_4b69_A0E5_64F597C05E2F"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:InterTriggerTimer> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="60"/> 

       </bpsim:InterTriggerTimer> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

      <bpsim:PropertyParameters> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="top_down_ET" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="1"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="Inverted_H" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="2"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="prep_method" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('top_down_ET')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="manual_transport" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="1"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="automated_transport" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="2"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_metrology_uc_1" type="double"> 
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 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="133.08"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_metrology_uc_2" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="179.65"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_create_final_lamella_exsolve" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="43"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_grid_wdb_container" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="4"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_holder_in_tem" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="4"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_wdb_cont_in_foup" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_metrology" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_metrology_uc_1')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_inverted_helios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="75"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_tranport_foup_to_tem" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_pluck_5_sample_temlink" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="15"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_transfer_for_pluck" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="5"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_transport_grid_to_tem" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="5"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_transfer_sample_to_holder" type="double"> 
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 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="4"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_unload_grid_frm_foup" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="transport_type" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('manual_transport')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="n_features_per_lamella" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="3"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="n_lamella_per_job" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="5"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_feature_metrology" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0.0075"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_stem_image" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0.0167"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_tem_image" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0.0167"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_eds_image" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0.167"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_offline_tem_ft" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_feature_metrology')+getProperty('t_load_tem_image')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_offline_eds_ft" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_feature_metrology')+getProperty('t_load_eds_image')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_offline_stem_ft" type="boolean"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_feature_metrology')+getProperty('t_load_stem_image')"/> 
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       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="n_offline_images" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('n_lamella_per_job')*getProperty('n_features_per_lamella')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_offline_tem_stem_eds" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_offline_tem_ft')+getProperty('t_offline_stem_ft')+getProperty('t

_offline_eds_ft')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_offline_metrology" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('n_offline_images')*getProperty('t_offline_tem_stem_eds')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_prep_job_exsolve" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_wafer_exsolve" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="4"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_unload_wafer_exsolve" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="3"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_wafer_temlink" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="3"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_pluck_sample_temlink" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="3"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_unload_wafer_temlink" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="1"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_unload_grids_temlink" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="4"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_wafer_helios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="4.5"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 
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       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_job_helios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_create_chunk_helios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="30"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_chunk_lift_out_helios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="15"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_final_thinning_helios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="22"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_unload_wafer_helios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="4"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_unload_tem_holder" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="2"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_unload_grids_from_holder" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="4"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_pluck_sample" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_load_wafer_temlink')+getProperty('n_lamella_per_job')*getPropert

y('t_pluck_sample_temlink')+getProperty('t_unload_wafer_temlink')+getProperty('t_unloa

d_grids_temlink')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_prep_lamella_exsolve" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_load_wafer_exsolve')+getProperty('t_load_prep_job_exsolve')+getP

roperty('n_lamella_per_job')*getProperty('t_create_final_lamella_exsolve')+getProperty

('t_unload_wafer_exsolve')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_inverted_process_helios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_load_wafer_helios')+getProperty('t_load_job_helios')+getProperty

('t_create_chunk_helios')+getProperty('t_chunk_lift_out_helios')+getProperty('t_final_

thinning_helios')+getProperty('t_unload_wafer_helios')+getProperty('t_unload_grids_tem

link')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 
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       <bpsim:Property 

name="manual" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="1"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="automatic" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="2"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="sample_transfer_to_holder" type="int"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('manual')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_tem_prep" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="30"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_tem_job_temlink_file" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="3"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_tem_job_manual" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="20"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

       <bpsim:Property 

name="t_load_tem_job_metrios" type="double"> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_load_tem_job_temlink_file')"/> 

       </bpsim:Property> 

      </bpsim:PropertyParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters>  

    

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_275CB643_15FB_499d_A800_F7D07B23A978"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Condition> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('prep_method')=getProperty('Inverted_H')"/> 

       </bpsim:Condition> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_954E1720_3AB0_40a7_AE04_EF2C5DC9096A"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Condition> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('transport_type')=getProperty('manual_transport')"/> 

       </bpsim:Condition> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 
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     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_16282875_7835_4f60_851F_5E1C4E4A3730"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Condition> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('transport_type')=getProperty('automated_transport')"/> 

       </bpsim:Condition> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_B3A78008_84CF_4c23_A772_2E50992D1B4A"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_prep_lamella_exsolve')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_B7132BA5_8757_4882_ADB9_DAC13E64E82D',1) | 

getResource('EAID_71AF0CC5_956E_4a88_86A1_03289D36AA14',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('ExSolve',1) and getResource('PrepTechnician',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_CCED277E_CDEC_462f_BCF3_605E3ADCF2F2"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_transfer_for_pluck')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_71AF0CC5_956E_4a88_86A1_03289D36AA14',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('PrepTechnician',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_E2C763D4_1F76_46c5_8508_F2D31D2E3BC7"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_pluck_sample')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_71AF0CC5_956E_4a88_86A1_03289D36AA14',1) | 

getResource('EAID_54AE7F93_4754_41c5_9B5C_0E090EAD0C54',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('PrepTechnician',1) and getResource('TEMLink',1)"/> 
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       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_663D1DF8_8C8D_425d_A470_443367BDE525"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_load_grid_wdb_container')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_71AF0CC5_956E_4a88_86A1_03289D36AA14',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('PrepTechnician',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_8E2B4BFD_A2D5_45f0_98F3_36DBD775E1A2"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_transport_grid_to_tem')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_33927093_D4FD_4979_ADAF_BF16AB2E9E97',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('Tranporter',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_ED1BD897_471C_48fa_A8A7_6A1E3D3C0B4C"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_load_wdb_cont_in_foup')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_6531B5A8_98A7_4bae_BC75_B83993D408BA',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('WDB Robot',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_80748D02_9049_406c_B4F3_57339BD2A4C7"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_tranport_foup_to_tem')"/> 
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       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_33927093_D4FD_4979_ADAF_BF16AB2E9E97',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('Tranporter',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_E70EFAF9_C293_41a8_B8DD_607AB682C7D9"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_unload_grid_frm_foup')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_0F7ACE44_34DC_40f2_829C_B8CBB98E9023',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('TEMRobot',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_7B7DFD0C_3018_46c1_8FC9_490BA35D226D"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_transfer_sample_to_holder')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_1989ECFF_7EBF_42f6_8E64_15EA9E114C58',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('TEMOperator',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_FD262CD8_BFC7_4f31_9380_3E9EC23D5E98"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('t_load_holder_in_tem')+getProperty('t_load_tem_job_metrios')+getPr

operty('t_metrology')+getProperty('t_unload_tem_holder')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 
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value="getResource('EAID_EF49707C_8A8B_40a5_9736_AECE65F2AB08',1) | 

getResource('EAID_1989ECFF_7EBF_42f6_8E64_15EA9E114C58',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('Metrios',1) and getResource('TEMOperator',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_755CFB73_6238_4b95_89CC_2888DF462C6C"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_B7132BA5_8757_4882_ADB9_DAC13E64E82D"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="3"/> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="2" validFor="269511078111736@localhost"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_A6B29435_FEDB_45bb_A1F5_9EEFD402A9E9"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_156A1DC9_C016_4d0e_9E96_7B81E2DA086B"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_EF49707C_8A8B_40a5_9736_AECE65F2AB08"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Availability> 

       

 <bpsim:BooleanParameter value="true"/> 

       </bpsim:Availability> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="1"/> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0" validFor="269511078111736@localhost"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 
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     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_71AF0CC5_956E_4a88_86A1_03289D36AA14"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="3"/> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0" validFor="26952923411736@localhost"/> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0" validFor="269524766811736@localhost"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_54AE7F93_4754_41c5_9B5C_0E090EAD0C54"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="1"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_1989ECFF_7EBF_42f6_8E64_15EA9E114C58"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="1"/> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0" validFor="26952923411736@localhost"/> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0" validFor="269524766811736@localhost"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_0F7ACE44_34DC_40f2_829C_B8CBB98E9023"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_33927093_D4FD_4979_ADAF_BF16AB2E9E97"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="1"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_6531B5A8_98A7_4bae_BC75_B83993D408BA"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 
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      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_A7DCEFE7_9DB0_4960_B959_7E495FE171B3"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_offline_metrology')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_1B94F490_F21B_45b8_B526_FAE3084346CC',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('OfflinePC',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_88E1B7F4_5B9D_4ee7_973D_A1D23844C209"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_inverted_process_helios')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_156A1DC9_C016_4d0e_9E96_7B81E2DA086B',1) | 

getResource('EAID_71AF0CC5_956E_4a88_86A1_03289D36AA14',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('Helios',1) and getResource('PrepTechnician',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_1B94F490_F21B_45b8_B526_FAE3084346CC"> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Quantity> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="1"/> 

       </bpsim:Quantity> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_BF0704D3_8090_422d_8621_29DCC8641C1F"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Condition> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('prep_method')=getProperty('top_down_ET')"/> 

       </bpsim:Condition> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_6FFBE680_0B85_4566_BF1B_39B814E4850A"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Condition> 
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 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('sample_transfer_to_holder')=getProperty('manual')"/> 

       </bpsim:Condition> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_B554078E_71AD_4cbf_9B8C_E83395AAAEA4"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Condition> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getProperty('sample_transfer_to_holder')=getProperty('automatic')"/> 

       </bpsim:Condition> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_8CEB3ABC_4E79_47a3_B83F_3377338695F9"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_unload_grids_from_holder')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_1989ECFF_7EBF_42f6_8E64_15EA9E114C58',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('TEMOperator',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_4D6B1558_7E58_4404_8F58_D260E1A72556"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Probability> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0.001"/> 

       </bpsim:Probability> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_C63923EE_2A4B_4957_87AA_671421170B30"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:NumericParameter value="5"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_1989ECFF_7EBF_42f6_8E64_15EA9E114C58',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('TEMOperator',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters>  
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     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_4C9D82A1_A597_4a5b_B586_20F2BF7C56F4"> 

      <bpsim:TimeParameters> 

       <bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter value="getProperty('t_inspect_grid_handler')"/> 

       </bpsim:ProcessingTime> 

      </bpsim:TimeParameters> 

      <bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

       <bpsim:Selection> 

       

 <bpsim:ExpressionParameter 

value="getResource('EAID_1989ECFF_7EBF_42f6_8E64_15EA9E114C58',1)" 

displayValue="getResource('TEMOperator',1)"/> 

       </bpsim:Selection> 

      </bpsim:ResourceParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_2F1114C7_A880_41c1_B678_DBDD19FD2913"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Probability> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0.01"/> 

       </bpsim:Probability> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters>  

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_AF47564D_5FF8_4af6_82A3_FDB55D6A7E97"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Probability> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Probability> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_CDC58E14_748F_48d8_94CD_689DB4D1835F"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Probability> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Probability> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_9C790ACD_7A55_43ac_AAD1_40E65DB09CFE"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Probability> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Probability> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_9ACA6677_3D64_4f81_B398_C23CE83B3098"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Probability> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Probability> 
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      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:ElementParameters 

elementRef="EAID_EC67CF99_29AD_417e_BD85_512C254364F0"> 

      <bpsim:ControlParameters> 

       <bpsim:Probability> 

       

 <bpsim:FloatingParameter value="0"/> 

       </bpsim:Probability> 

      </bpsim:ControlParameters> 

     </bpsim:ElementParameters> 

     <bpsim:Calendar 

id="269511078111736@localhost" name="TEM Prep">BEGIN:VCALENDAR 

BEGIN:VEVENT 

DTSTAMP:20190626T115110 

UID:269511078111736@localhost 

DTSTART:20190626T060000 

DURATION:P0DT0H30M0S 

RRULE:FREQ=DAILY;INTERVAL=1 

END:VEVENT 

PRODID:Enterprise Architect 14.1.1427 

VERSION:2.0 

END:VCALENDAR</bpsim:Calendar> 

     <bpsim:Calendar 

id="26952923411736@localhost" name="ShiftBreak1">BEGIN:VCALENDAR 

BEGIN:VEVENT 

DTSTAMP:20190626T115209 

UID:26952923411736@localhost 

DTSTART:20190626T110000 

DURATION:P0DT2H0M0S 

RRULE:FREQ=DAILY;INTERVAL=1 

END:VEVENT 

PRODID:Enterprise Architect 14.1.1427 

VERSION:2.0 

END:VCALENDAR</bpsim:Calendar> 

     <bpsim:Calendar 

id="269524766811736@localhost" name="ShiftBreak2">BEGIN:VCALENDAR 

BEGIN:VEVENT 

DTSTAMP:20190626T115247 

UID:269524766811736@localhost 

DTSTART:20190626T230000 

DURATION:P0DT2H0M0S 

RRULE:FREQ=DAILY;INTERVAL=1 

END:VEVENT 

PRODID:Enterprise Architect 14.1.1427 

VERSION:2.0 

END:VCALENDAR</bpsim:Calendar> 

    </bpsim:Scenario> 

   </bpsim:BPSimData> 

  </bpmn:extensionElements> 

 </bpmn:relationship> 

</bpmn:definitions> 
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B. Sample Analysis Deployment Demo BPMN 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<bpmn:definitions xmlns:bpmn="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL" xmlns:bpmn
di="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/DI" xmlns:di="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20
100524/DI" xmlns:dc="http://www.omg.org/spec/DD/20100524/DC" xmlns:camunda="http://ca
munda.org/schema/1.0/bpmn" xmlns:bioc="http://bpmn.io/schema/bpmn/biocolor/1.0" xmlns
:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" id="Definitions_1yc3t1v" targetNamespace="http://bpmn.io/schema/bpmn" expor
ter="Camunda Modeler" exporterVersion="3.0.1"> 
  <bpmn:process id="SampleAnalysisProcess" name="SampleAnalysis" isExecutable="true" 
camunda:taskPriority="1"> 
    <bpmn:startEvent id="StartEvent_030egaa" name="start analysis" camunda:initiator=
"demo"> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_04a3tvw</bpmn:outgoing> 
    </bpmn:startEvent> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_04a3tvw" sourceRef="StartEvent_030egaa" targe
tRef="transfer_sample" /> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_023eiz7" sourceRef="transfer_sample" targetRe
f="load_holder" /> 
    <bpmn:serviceTask id="RunToolReadiness" name="Run Tool Readiness" camunda:type="e
xternal" camunda:topic="chk_tool_readiness" camunda:taskPriority="1"> 
      <bpmn:extensionElements> 
        <camunda:inputOutput> 
          <camunda:outputParameter name="Alignemnts" /> 
        </camunda:inputOutput> 
      </bpmn:extensionElements> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_0c63h42</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_16egpb3</bpmn:outgoing> 
    </bpmn:serviceTask> 
    <bpmn:endEvent id="end_analysis" name="Analysis Complete"> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_12s2z47</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:terminateEventDefinition /> 
    </bpmn:endEvent> 
    <bpmn:userTask id="load_holder" name="Load Holder in TEM" camunda:assignee="demo"
> 
      <bpmn:extensionElements> 
        <camunda:formData> 
          <camunda:formField id="holder_loaded" label="Holder is Loaded" type="boolea
n" defaultValue="false" /> 
        </camunda:formData> 
      </bpmn:extensionElements> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_023eiz7</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_0c63h42</bpmn:outgoing> 
    </bpmn:userTask> 
    <bpmn:userTask id="transfer_sample" name="Transfer Sample to Holder" camunda:assi
gnee="demo"> 
      <bpmn:extensionElements> 
        <camunda:formData> 
          <camunda:formField id="grid_id" label="Grid ID" type="string" defaultValue=
"None" /> 
          <camunda:formField id="grid_type" label="Grid Type" type="enum"> 
            <camunda:value id="Value_3mm" name="10mm Grid" /> 
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            <camunda:value id="Value_half_moon" name="Half Moon Grid" /> 
          </camunda:formField> 
          <camunda:formField id="num_of_lamella" label="Number of Lamella" type="long
" defaultValue="0" /> 
        </camunda:formData> 
      </bpmn:extensionElements> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_04a3tvw</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_023eiz7</bpmn:outgoing> 
    </bpmn:userTask> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_0c63h42" sourceRef="load_holder" targetRef="R
unToolReadiness" /> 
    <bpmn:exclusiveGateway id="ExclusiveGateway_1l8c98o" name="tem ready?"> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_16egpb3</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_1xs8i9s</bpmn:outgoing> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_1jh7skv</bpmn:outgoing> 
    </bpmn:exclusiveGateway> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_16egpb3" sourceRef="RunToolReadiness" targetR
ef="ExclusiveGateway_1l8c98o" /> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_1xs8i9s" name="Alignments!=&#39;&#39;" source
Ref="ExclusiveGateway_1l8c98o" targetRef="SubProcess_01g9x3i"> 
      <bpmn:conditionExpression xsi:type="bpmn:tFormalExpression" language="javascrip
t">Alignments!=''</bpmn:conditionExpression> 
    </bpmn:sequenceFlow> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_1jh7skv" name="Alignments==&#39;&#39;" source
Ref="ExclusiveGateway_1l8c98o" targetRef="Task_0yln9et"> 
      <bpmn:conditionExpression xsi:type="bpmn:tFormalExpression" language="javascrip
t">Alignments==''</bpmn:conditionExpression> 
    </bpmn:sequenceFlow> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_0y7296y" sourceRef="Task_0yln9et" targetRef="
SubProcess_01g9x3i" /> 
    <bpmn:userTask id="Task_0yln9et" name="TEM Prep" camunda:assignee="demo"> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_1jh7skv</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_0y7296y</bpmn:outgoing> 
    </bpmn:userTask> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_12s2z47" sourceRef="Task_0oqpxpr" targetRef="
end_analysis" /> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_0zl9vel" sourceRef="Task_1dw24dv" targetRef="
EndEvent_1gqjp3i" /> 
    <bpmn:endEvent id="EndEvent_1gqjp3i" name="Metrology Error"> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_0zl9vel</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:errorEventDefinition errorRef="Error_1tiiygm" /> 
    </bpmn:endEvent> 
    <bpmn:userTask id="Task_0oqpxpr" name="Notify Customer"> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_1808miw</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_12s2z47</bpmn:outgoing> 
    </bpmn:userTask> 
    <bpmn:userTask id="Task_1dw24dv" name="Notify operator"> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_1rbptyj</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_0zl9vel</bpmn:outgoing> 
    </bpmn:userTask> 
    <bpmn:boundaryEvent id="BoundaryEvent_1k1r9mx" attachedToRef="SubProcess_01g9x3i"
> 
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      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_1rbptyj</bpmn:outgoing> 
      <bpmn:errorEventDefinition errorRef="Error_0glviir" camunda:errorCodeVariable="
Error_Code" /> 
    </bpmn:boundaryEvent> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_1rbptyj" sourceRef="BoundaryEvent_1k1r9mx" ta
rgetRef="Task_1dw24dv" /> 
    <bpmn:subProcess id="SubProcess_01g9x3i" name="Metrology"> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_1xs8i9s</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_0y7296y</bpmn:incoming> 
      <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_1808miw</bpmn:outgoing> 
      <bpmn:endEvent id="EndEvent_106xqda"> 
        <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_00gnf2i</bpmn:incoming> 
      </bpmn:endEvent> 
      <bpmn:startEvent id="StartEvent_0gy66af"> 
        <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_09hbbgn</bpmn:outgoing> 
      </bpmn:startEvent> 
      <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_09hbbgn" sourceRef="StartEvent_0gy66af" tar
getRef="Task_11q271g" /> 
      <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_00gnf2i" sourceRef="Task_11q271g" targetRef
="EndEvent_106xqda" /> 
      <bpmn:serviceTask id="Task_11q271g" name="RunRecipe" camunda:type="external" ca
munda:topic="metrology"> 
        <bpmn:incoming>SequenceFlow_09hbbgn</bpmn:incoming> 
        <bpmn:outgoing>SequenceFlow_00gnf2i</bpmn:outgoing> 
      </bpmn:serviceTask> 
    </bpmn:subProcess> 
    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="SequenceFlow_1808miw" sourceRef="SubProcess_01g9x3i" targe
tRef="Task_0oqpxpr" /> 
  </bpmn:process> 
  <bpmn:error id="Error_0m09bxx" name="Error_tem_not_ready" errorCode="101" /> 
  <bpmn:message id="Message_0m6nbm2" name="Alignment" /> 
  <bpmn:error id="Error_1tiiygm" name="MetrologyError" errorCode="Met001" /> 
  <bpmn:escalation id="Escalation_1kzkoxt" name="Escalation_Metrology_Operator" escal
ationCode="Metrology_Failed" /> 
  <bpmn:error id="Error_0glviir" name="Recipe_Failed_Error" /> 
  <bpmndi:BPMNDiagram id="BPMNDiagram_1"> 
    <bpmndi:BPMNPlane id="BPMNPlane_1" bpmnElement="SampleAnalysisProcess"> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="StartEvent_030egaa_di" bpmnElement="StartEvent_030egaa" b
ioc:stroke="rgb(30, 136, 229)" bioc:fill="rgb(187, 222, 251)"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="158" y="103" width="36" height="36" /> 
        <bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
          <dc:Bounds x="145" y="146" width="65" height="14" /> 
        </bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_04a3tvw_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_04a3tvw
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="194" y="121" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="244" y="121" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_023eiz7_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_023eiz7
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="344" y="121" /> 
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        <di:waypoint x="392" y="121" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="ServiceTask_1e2jwso_di" bpmnElement="RunToolReadiness"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="552" y="81" width="100" height="80" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="EndEvent_15bm4vy_di" bpmnElement="end_analysis"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="1442" y="106" width="36" height="36" /> 
        <bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
          <dc:Bounds x="1437" y="149" width="48" height="27" /> 
        </bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="UserTask_1ono3cg_di" bpmnElement="load_holder"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="392" y="81" width="100" height="80" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="UserTask_1t4ar63_di" bpmnElement="transfer_sample"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="244" y="81" width="100" height="80" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_0c63h42_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_0c63h42
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="492" y="121" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="552" y="121" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="ExclusiveGateway_1l8c98o_di" bpmnElement="ExclusiveGatewa
y_1l8c98o" isMarkerVisible="true"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="712" y="96" width="50" height="50" /> 
        <bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
          <dc:Bounds x="709" y="73" width="55" height="14" /> 
        </bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_16egpb3_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_16egpb3
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="652" y="121" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="712" y="121" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_1xs8i9s_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_1xs8i9s
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="761" y="120" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="837" y="119" /> 
        <bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
          <dc:Bounds x="762" y="98" width="68" height="14" /> 
        </bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_1jh7skv_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_1jh7skv
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="737" y="146" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="737" y="329" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="939" y="329" /> 
        <bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
          <dc:Bounds x="817" y="311" width="71" height="14" /> 
        </bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
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      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_0y7296y_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_0y7296y
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="989" y="289" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="989" y="217" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="UserTask_0r29srh_di" bpmnElement="Task_0yln9et"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="939" y="289" width="100" height="80" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_12s2z47_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_12s2z47
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="1376" y="124" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="1442" y="124" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_0zl9vel_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_0zl9vel
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="1376" y="268" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="1442" y="268" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="EndEvent_1os9dc9_di" bpmnElement="EndEvent_1gqjp3i"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="1442" y="250" width="36" height="36" /> 
        <bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
          <dc:Bounds x="1421" y="293" width="78" height="14" /> 
        </bpmndi:BPMNLabel> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="UserTask_10mfrxa_di" bpmnElement="Task_0oqpxpr"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="1276" y="92" width="100" height="80" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="UserTask_0f7of5w_di" bpmnElement="Task_1dw24dv"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="1276" y="228" width="100" height="80" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="BoundaryEvent_04eetau_di" bpmnElement="BoundaryEvent_1k1r
9mx"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="1157" y="199" width="36" height="36" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_1rbptyj_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_1rbptyj
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="1175" y="235" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="1175" y="287" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="1276" y="287" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="SubProcess_01g9x3i_di" bpmnElement="SubProcess_01g9x3i" i
sExpanded="true"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="837" y="40" width="338" height="177" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_1808miw_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_1808miw
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="1175" y="129" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="1276" y="129" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="EndEvent_106xqda_di" bpmnElement="EndEvent_106xqda"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="1098" y="122" width="36" height="36" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
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      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="StartEvent_0gy66af_di" bpmnElement="StartEvent_0gy66af"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="857" y="122" width="36" height="36" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_09hbbgn_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_09hbbgn
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="893" y="140" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="943" y="140" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNEdge id="SequenceFlow_00gnf2i_di" bpmnElement="SequenceFlow_00gnf2i
"> 
        <di:waypoint x="1043" y="140" /> 
        <di:waypoint x="1098" y="140" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNEdge> 
      <bpmndi:BPMNShape id="ServiceTask_1snt2qv_di" bpmnElement="Task_11q271g"> 
        <dc:Bounds x="943" y="100" width="100" height="80" /> 
      </bpmndi:BPMNShape> 
    </bpmndi:BPMNPlane> 
  </bpmndi:BPMNDiagram> 
</bpmn:definitions> 
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C. Metrios Tool Readiness Worker (NodeJs) 

// based on https://github.com/camunda/camunda-external-task-client-js 

const { Client, logger } = require('camunda-external-task-client-js'); 

var request = require('request'); 

// configuration for the Client: 

//  - 'baseUrl': url to the Process Engine 

//  - 'logger': utility to automatically log important events 

//  - 'asyncResponseTimeout': long polling timeout (then a new request is issued) 

const tool_readiness_api = 'http://localhost:5000/api' 

const camunda_server_endpoint = 'http://10.113.140.145:8080' 

const config = { baseUrl: camunda_server_endpoint + '/engine-rest', use: logger }; 

const { Variables } = require("camunda-external-task-client-js"); 

// create a Client instance with custom configuration 

const client = new Client(config); 

const processVariables = new Variables(); 

 

// susbscribe to the topic: 'run_met' 

client.subscribe('chk_tool_readiness', async function ({ task, taskService }) { 

 

    console.log(`process_id: '${task.processInstanceId}'`) 

    console.log('calling tool readiness server....'); 

 

    request(tool_readiness_api + '/Alignments', function (error, response, body){ 

 

        console.log('statusCode:', response && response.statusCode); // Print the res

ponse status code if a response was received 

        console.log('body:', body); 

        if (error) { 

            console.log('Error..\n', error); 

            processVariables.set("Alignments", null); 

        } 

        if (body) { 

            console.log(body.toString()); 

            var alignments = JSON.parse(body) 

            console.log('returning alignments', alignments); 

            processVariables.set("Alignments", alignments.value); 

        } 

 

    }); 

    await taskService.complete(task, processVariables); // Complete the task 

 

}); 
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D. Metrios Auto Recipe Runner Worker (NodeJS) 

// based on https://github.com/camunda/camunda-external-task-client-js 

const { Client, logger } = require('camunda-external-task-client-js'); 

//more information https://docs.camunda.org/get-started/quick-start/service-task/#b-

using-javascript-nodejs 

var request = require('request'); 

var exec = require('child_process').execFile; 

// configuration for the Client: 

//  - 'baseUrl': url to the Process Engine 

//  - 'logger': utility to automatically log important events 

//  - 'asyncResponseTimeout': long polling timeout (then a new request is issued) 

const camunda_server_endpoint = 'http://10.113.140.145:8080' 

const config = { baseUrl: camunda_server_endpoint + '/engine-rest', use: logger }; 

const { Variables } = require("camunda-external-task-client-js"); 

// create a Client instance with custom configuration 

const client = new Client(config); 

const processVariables = new Variables(); 

 

// susbscribe to the topic: 'metrology' 

client.subscribe('metrology', async function ({ task, taskService }) { 

    // Get a process variable 

    const recipe_file = task.variables.get('recipe_file'); 

 

    console.log(`process_id: '${task.processInstanceId}'`) 

    console.log('starting auto recipe runner: Recipe file:', recipe_file); 

    console.log("Start AutoRecipeRunner"); 

    exec('AutoRecipeRunner', [recipe_file], function (err, data) { 

 

        if (err) { 

            console.log('Error Received..\n', err); 

            processVariables.set("RecipeRunnerResponse", data); 

            taskService.handleBpmnError(task, "Recipe_Failed_Error", "Error Running R

ecipe", processVariables); 

        } 

        else { 

            console.log('Data Received..\n', data.toString()); 

            processVariables.set("RecipeRunnerResponse", data); 

            taskService.complete(task, processVariables); 

        } 

 

    }); 

}); 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where innovation starts 


